
Appendix C: Equations of the

model

This appendix provides all the equations of the model. Note that there are two
versions of the household block: (1) the standard version where a LES utility
function is assumed for all commodities; (2) the hybrid version where transport,
car, housing and energy consumption are modeled separately.

In this appendix, lower-case variables are in logarithm xt = ln(Xt). t as
an index is the time operator. Variable in �rst di�erence and growth rate
are respectively referred as : ∆Xt = Xt − Xt−1 and Ẋt = Xt

Xt−1
− 1 ≈ ∆xt.

All parameters written in Greek letter are positive. n as an exponent refers
to notional value of a given variable that is the optimal value desired by the
maximization agent: e.g. Xn

t is the notional value of variable Xt. Because
of adjustment constraint, e�ective values adjust slowly to their notional value.
The time index t is omitted when no confusion arises, e.g. X = Xt.

1 Aggregate equilibrium

Since each relation is written in value and in volume, the value equation de�nes
the price.

Equilibrium for domestically produced commodities (value
& volume):

PQDc.QDc = PCIDc.CIDc + PCHDc.CDc + PGDc.GDc + PIDc.IDc + PXDc.XDc

(1.1)

+ PDSDc.DSDc

QDc = CIDc + CHDc +GDc + IDc +XDc +DSDc (1.2)

Equilibrium for imported commodities (value & volume):

PQM c.QM c = PCIM c.CIM c + PCHM c.CHM c + PGM c.GM c + PIM c.IMc + PXMc.XMc

(1.3)

+ PDSM c.DSM c

QM c = CIM c + CHM c +GMc + IM c +XMc +DSM c (1.4)
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Aggregate equilibrium : calculation for variable � Var� :

var= {Q (production of commodities at market price); CH (households'consumption);
G (public spendings); I (private investiment); DS (change in inventories); }

Pvarc.varc = PvarDc.varDc + PvarMc.varMc (1.5)

varc = varDc + varMc (1.6)

Equilibrium for exports c (value):

PXc.Xc = PXDc.XDc + PXMc.XMc (1.7)

The volume of export per commodities is de�ned by the foreign demand.

Calculation of aggregates for variable "var":

var = {Q (Production of commodities at market price); CH (Households'consumption);
G (Public spendings); X (Export); DS (Change in inventories); CI (Intermediate
raw material); MT (Transport margins); MC (Commercial margins)}

Aggregate domestically produced variable "var" (value & volume):

PvarD.varD =
∑
c

PvarDc.varDc (1.8)

varD =
∑
c

varDc (1.9)

Aggregate imported variable "var" (value & volume):

PvarM.varM =
∑
c

PvarMc.varMc (1.10)

varM =
∑
c

varMc (1.11)

Aggregate variable "var" (value & volume):

Pvar.var = PvarD.varD + PvarM.varM (1.12)

var = varD + varM (1.13)

Equilibrium for intermediary raw material consumption do-
mestically produced (value & volume):

PCIDc.CIDc =
∑
a

PCIDc,a.CIDc,a (1.14)

CIDc =
∑
a

CIDc,a (1.15)
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Equilibrium for imported intermediary raw material (value
& volume):

PCIMc.CIM c =
∑
a

PCIM c,a.CIM c,a (1.16)

CIMc =
∑
a

CIMc,a (1.17)

Domestic intermediary raw material consumption c by ac-
tivity a (value & volume):

PCIDc,a = PMATDc if c = {1, ..., 20} (1.18)

PCIDc,a = PEDc if c = {21, ..., 24}

CIDc,a = MATDc,a if c = {1, ..., 20} (1.19)

CIDc,a = EDc,a if c = {21, ..., 24}

Imported intermediary raw material consumption c by ac-
tivity a (value & volume):

PCIM c,a = PMATDc if c = {1, ..., 20} (1.20)

PCIM c,a = PEDc if c = {21, ..., 24}

CIM c,a = MATDc,a if c = {1, ..., 20} (1.21)

CIM c,a = EDc,a if c = {21, ..., 24}

Aggregation of importations at base price (value & volume)

PM.M =
∑
c

PM c.M c (1.22)

M =
∑
c

M (1.23)

GDP (value & volume):

Product de�nition:

PGDP.GDP = PCH.CH+PI.I+PG.G+PDS.DS+PX.X−PM.M (1.24)

GDP = CH + I + IG+G+DS +X −M (1.25)
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Product de�nition 2 (veri�cation):

PGDPc.GDPc = PCHc.CHc+PIc.Ic+PGc.Gc+PDSc.DSc+PXc.Xc−PM c.Mc

(1.26)

GDPc = CHc + Ic +GDc +DSc +XDc −Mc (1.27)

PGDPbis.GDPbis =
∑
c

PGDP c.GDP c (1.28)

GDPbis =
∑
c

GDP c (1.29)

Value-added de�nition:

PGDPter.GDPter = PV A.V A+ PTAX.TAX + PSUB.SUB (1.30)

GDPter = V A+ TAX + SUB (1.31)

Subventions are negative.

Equilibrium for production for domestically produced com-
modities at basic price (volume):

Y Qc.PY Qc = PQDc.QDc − PV ATDc.V ATDc − POTHTDc.OTHTDc − PSUBc.SUBc
− (PMCDc.MCDc + PMTDc.MTDc)− PENERTDc.ENERTDc

(1.32)

Y Qbisc = QDc−V ATDc−OTHTDc−SUBc−(MCDc +MTDc)−ENERTDc

(1.33)

Equilibrium for imported produced commodities at basic
price (volume):

M c.PM c = PQM c.QMc − PV ATMc.V ATM c − POTHTM.OTHTM c

− (PMCM c.MCMc + PMTMc.MTMc)− PENERTM c.ENERTMc

(1.34)

Mbisc = QMc − V ATMc −OTHTMc − (MCMc +MTMc)− ENERTMc

(1.35)
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Aggregate transport margins paid on the domesticaly pro-
duced commodity c 6= {14, ..., 18} (value & volume):

PMTDc.MTDc =

18∑
m=14

PMTDm,c.MTDm,c (1.36)

MTDc =

18∑
m=14

MTDm,c (1.37)

Aggregate transport margins paid on imported commodity
c 6= {14, ..., 18} (value & volume):

PMTMc.MTMc =

18∑
m=14

PMTMm,c.MTMm,c (1.38)

MTMc =

18∑
m=14

MTMm,c (1.39)

Aggregate transport margins for the commodities c (value
& volume):

PMTc.MTc = PMTDc.MTDc + PMTMc.MTMc (1.40)

MTc = MTDc +MTMc (1.41)

Domestically produced agregate investment (value & vol-
ume):

PIDc.IDc =
∑
a

PIADc.IADc,a (1.42)

IDc =
∑
a

IADc,a (1.43)

Imported agregate investment (value & volume):

PIMc.IMc =
∑
a

PIAMc.IAMc,a (1.44)

IMc =
∑
a

IAMc,a (1.45)
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Value-added in activity a (value & volume)

PV AaV Aa = PY aY a − PMAT a.MATa − PEa.Ea (1.46)

V Aa = Y a −MATa − Ea (1.47)

Aggregate value-added (value & volume)

PV A.V A =
∑
a

PV AaV Aa (1.48)

V A =
∑
a

V Aa (1.49)

EBE in activity a (value & volume)

PEBEaEBEa = PV AaV Aa−CL_Sa.L_Sa.PROGa−PSY a.SY a−PIY a.IY a
(1.50)

EBEa = V Aa −
CL_Sa.L_Sa.PROGa

PEBEa
− SY a − IY a (1.51)

Aggregate EBE (value & volume)

PEBE.EBE =
∑
a

PEBEaEBEa (1.52)

EBE =
∑
a

EBEa (1.53)

Aggregate production (value & volume)

PY.Y =
∑
a

PY aY a (1.54)

Y =
∑
a

Y a (1.55)

2 The Producer

Domestic production of commodity c by activity a (value
and volume):

PY Qc.Y Qc =
∑
c

PY a.Y c,a (2.1)

Y c,a = ϕc,aY Qc (2.2)
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To facilitate the calibration this equation can be written: ln (Y c,a) = ln (Y Qc)+
ln (ϕc,a) . E-views will calculate automatically ln (ϕc,a) as an add factor. There
is no need to calibrate the share of commodity c produced by activity a ϕc,a .
To verify that

∑
a ϕc,a = 1, one can check that

∑
a ln (ϕc,a) = 0.

Aggregate (domestic) production of activity a (volume):

Y a =
∑
a

Y c,a (2.3)

Level I:

Demand for input in activity a:

∆kna,t = ∆ya,t −∆progKa,t + ∆SUBST_Ka,t (2.4)

∆SUBST_Kn
a,t = −ηKLa ϕLa,t−1∆(cKa,t − cLj,t)− ηKEa ϕEa,t−1∆(cKa,t − pEa,t)− ηKMat

a ϕMat
a,t−1∆(cKa,t − pMat

a,t )

∆lna,t = ∆ya,t −∆progLa,t + ∆SUBST_La,t (2.5)

∆SUBST_Lna,t = −ηKLa ϕKa,t−1∆(cLa,t − cKa,t)− ηLEa ϕEa,t−1∆(cLa,t − pEa,t)− ηLMj ϕMat
a,t−1∆(cLa,t − pMat

a,t )

Assuming that the adjustment process is de�ned according to Equations
(8.1), (8.2) and (8.3), the full dynamic for labor is also de�ned by the three
following additional relations:

ln(La,t) = λL0 .ln(Lna,t) + (1− λL0 )ln(La,t−1 + ∆ln(Lea,t))

∆ln(Lea,t) = λL1 .∆ln(Lea,t−1) + λL2 .∆ln(La,t−1) + λL3 .∆ln(Lna,t) + λL4 .∆ln(La,t+1)

SUBST_La,t = λL5 .SUBST_L
n
a,t + (1− λL5 ).SUBST_La,t−1

For the sake of concision, the representation of adjustment dynamic [Equations(8.1),(8.2)
and(8.3)] is not reproduced for each variable. Only notional variables are pre-
sented in the rest of the document.

∆ena,t = ∆ya,t −∆progEa,t + ∆SUBST_Ea,t (2.6)

∆SUBST_Ena,t = −ηKEa ϕKa,t−1∆(pEa,t − cKa,t)− ηLEa ϕLa,t−1∆(pEa,t − cLa,t)− ηEMat
a ϕMat

a,t−1∆(pEa,t − pMat
a,t )

∆matna,t = ∆ya,t −∆progMat
a,t + ∆SUBST_Mata,t (2.7)

∆SUBST_Matna,t = −ηKLMat
j ϕKa,t−1∆(pMat

a,t − cKa,t)− ηLMat
a ϕLa,t−1∆(pMat

a,t − cLa,t)
− ηEMat

a ϕEa,t−1∆(pEa,t − pMat
a,t )

with ϕja =
P Inputj,a IInputj,a∑
j P

Input
j,a IInputj,a

and j = {K,L,E,Mat}
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Commodity type c investment in activity a:

∆iac,a = ∆iaa (2.8)

Aggregate capital stock in activity a (value & volume):

PKa,t.Ka,t = PKa,t−1Ka,t−1(1− δa) + PIAa,t.IAa,t (2.9)

Ka,t = Ka,t−1(1− δa) + IAa,t (2.10)

∆iaa,t = ρIA1 .∆iaa,t−1 + ρIA2 ∆yea,t + ρIA3 (kna,t−1 − ka,t−1) + ρIA4 .∆SUBSTKa
(2.11)

yea,t = ρye1 .∆y
e
a,t−1 + ρye2 ∆ya,t (2.12)

The equation gives the average price of the installed capital capacity. Be-
cause the capital depreciation rate is lower that 1, the average price of the in-
stalled capital is lower than the investment price. When the economy is at the

steady state PKa = PIAa
(δa+µ)(1+π)

δa−1+(1+µ)(1+π) . This relation was used to calibrate

the base year.

Transport margins m = {14, ..., 18} paid on domestic com-
modities c 6= m (volume):

∆mtdm,c = ∆yqc + ∆SUBST_MTDm,c for c 6= m (2.13)

∆SUBST_MTDn
m,c = −

18∑
m′=14

ηm,m
′
ϕmtd′,c∆(pEm − pEm′)

Transport margins m = {14, ..., 18} paid on imported com-
modities c 6= m (volume):

∆mtmm,c = ∆mc + ∆SUBST_MTMm,c for c 6= m (2.14)

∆SUBST_MTMn
m,c = −

18∑
m′=14

ηm,m
′
ϕmtd′,c∆(pEm − pEm′)

Commercial margins m = 19 paid on domestic commodities
c 6= 19 (volume):

∆mcdc = ∆yqc for c 6= 19 (2.15)
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Commercial margins m = 19 paid on imported commodities
c 6= 19 (volume):

∆mcmc = ∆mc for c 6= 19 (2.16)

Stock/inventories for commodity c (domestic & imported):

We assume that inventories are equal to a share of the annual production αSc =
(Number of days of sales)/365.

DSDc = ∆SDc (2.17)

SDn
c = αSc (CIDc + CHDc +GDc + IDc +XDc) (2.18)

DSMc = ∆SMc (2.19)

SMn
c = αSc (CIM c + CHM c +GM c + IM c +XM c) (2.20)

Level II:

Notional demand in energy c by activity a

∆ec,a = ∆ea + ∆SUBST_Ec,a (2.21)

∆SUBST_Enc,a,t = −
24∑

c′=21

ηcc
′
ϕc′,a,t−1∆

(
PTEPc,a,t−1

PTEPc′,a,t−1
.pEc,a,t −

PTEPc′,a,t−1

PTEPc,a,t−1
.pEc′,a,t

)
Note that here the notional variable is not presented since we assume that the

adjustment is instantaneous. However there is still a dynamic for substitution
according to the adjustment process de�ned by Equation (8.3):

Self employed and employed

∆L_Sa = ∆La (2.22)

L_SEa = La − L_Sa

L_S =
∑
a

L_Sa (2.23)

L_SE =
∑
a

L_SEa (2.24)

Notional demand for material i of the sector a

∆matc,a = ∆mata + ∆SUBST_MATc,a (2.25)

∆SUBST_MATnc,a,t = −
18∑

c′=14

ηcc
′
ϕc′,a,t−1∆(pMat

c,a,t − pMat
c′,a,t)
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Level III:

Demand for imported material c of the sector a (for c=1...20)

∆matmn
c,a = ∆matc,a + ∆SUBST_MATM c,a (2.26)

∆SUBST_MATMn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕc,a,t−1∆(pMatM

c,t − pMatD
c,t )

Demand for domestic material c of the sector a (for c=1...20)

∆matdnc,a,t = ∆matc,a,t + ∆SUBST_MATDa,t (2.27)

∆SUBST_MATDn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕc,a,t−1∆(pMatD

c,t − pMatM
c,t )

Demand for imported energy c of the sector a (for c=21...24)

∆emc,a,t = ∆ec,a,t + ∆SUBST_EMc,a,t (2.28)

∆SUBST_EMn
c,a,t = −ηcm,cdϕEMc,a,t−1∆(pEMc,t − pEDc,t )

Demand for domestic energy c of the sector a (for c=21...24)

∆edc,a = ∆ec,a + ∆SUBST_EDc,a (2.29)

∆SUBST_EDn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕEDc,a,t−1∆(pEDc,t − pEMc,t )

Allocation of Investment between Import and Domestic:

Import:

∆iamc,a = ∆iac,a + ∆SUBST_IAMc,at (2.30)

∆SUBST_IAMn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕIAMc,a,t−1∆(pIAMc,t − pIADc,t )

Domestic:

∆iadc,a,t = ∆iac,a,t + ∆SUBST_IADc,a,t (2.31)

∆SUBST_IADn
c,a,t = −ηcd,cmϕIAMc,a,t−1∆(pIADc − pIAMc )

Transport marginsm = {14, ..., 18} domesticly produced (value
& volume):

PMTDm.MTDm = − Y Qm
Y Qm +Mm

∑
c

(PMTDm,c.MTDm,c + PMTMm,c.MTMm,c) for c 6= m

(2.32)
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MTDm = − Y Qm
Y Qm +Mm

∑
c

(MTDm,c +MTMm,c) for c 6= m (2.33)

Imported transport margins m = {14, ..., 18} (value & vol-
ume):

PMTMm.MTMm = − Mm

Y Qm +Mm

∑
c

(PMTDm,c.MTDm,c + PMTMm,c.MTMm,c) for c 6= m

(2.34)

MTMm = − Mm

Y Qm +Mm

∑
c

(MTDm,c +MTMm,c) for c 6= m (2.35)

Commercial margins domesticly produced (value & vol-
ume):

PMCD19.MCD19 = − Y Q19

Y Q19 +M19

∑
c

(PMCDc.MCDc + PMCMc.MCMc) for c 6= 19

(2.36)

MCD19 = − Y Q19

Y Q19 +M19

∑
c

(MCDc +MCMc) for c 6= 19 (2.37)

Imported commercial margins (value & volume):

PMCM19.MCM19 = − M19

Y Q19 +M19

∑
c

(PMCDc.MCDc + PMCMc.MCMc) for c 6= 19

(2.38)

MCM19 = − M19

Y Q19 +M19

∑
c

(MCDc +MCMc) for c 6= 19 (2.39)

Export

∆xc,t = ∆wdc,t + ∆SUBST_Xc,t (2.40)

∆SUBST_Xn
c,t = −ηx∆(pXc,t − tc.pWc,t)

Exportations of domestic products:

∆xdc,t = ∆xc,t + ∆SUBST_XDc,t (2.41)

∆SUBST_XDn
c,t = −ηxdϕXMc,t−1∆(pXDc,t − pXMc,t )
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Exportations of imported products:

∆xmc,t = ∆xc,t + ∆SUBST_XMc,t (2.42)

∆SUBST_XMn
c,t = −ηxdϕXDc,t−1∆(pXMc,t − pXDc,t )

External balance

DC_V ALa = PXa.Xa − PMa.Ma (2.43)

DC_V AL =
∑
a

DC_V ALa (2.44)

3 The government

Tax on energy c domestically produced (value & volume):

PENERTDc,t.ENERTDc,t = TENERTDc,t .Y Qc,t (3.1)

ENERTDc,t = TENERTDc,0 .Y Qc,t (3.2)

We assume that the tax is proportional to the quantity produced. Only the
4 energy sectors pay this tax: TIPP, TICE, etc.

Tax on imported energy c (value & volume):

PENERTM c,t.ENERTMc,t = TENERTMc,t .M c,t (3.3)

ENERTM c,t = TENERTMc,0 .M c,t (3.4)

Tax on energy c (value & volume):

PENERT c.ENERT c = PENERTM c.ENERTMc+PENERTDc.ENERTDc

(3.5)

ENERT c = ENERTMc + ENERTDc (3.6)
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Agregate tax on energy (value & volume):

PENERT.ENERT =
∑
c

PENERT c.ENERT c (3.7)

ENERT =
∑
c

ENERT c (3.8)

`

VAT tax on commodity c (value & volume):

PV ATDc,t.V ATDc,t =
PCHDc,t.CHDc,t

1 + TV ATDc,t

(3.9)

+ TV ATDothc,t

PIDc,t.IDc,t + PCIDc,t.CIDc,t + PGDc,t.GDc,t

1 + TV ATDothc,t

V ATDc,t = TV ATDc,0

CHDc,t

1 + TV ATDc,0

+ TV ATDothc,o

IDc,t + CIDc,t +GDc,t

1 + TV ATDothc,0

(3.10)

PV ATMc,t.V ATM c,t = TV ATMc,t

PCHMc,t.CHMc,t

1 + TV ATMc,t

(3.11)

+ TV ATMoth
c,t

PIMc,t.IMc,t + PCIMc,t.CIMc,t + PGMc,t.GMc,t

1 + TV ATMoth
c,t

V ATM c,t = TV ATMc,0

CHMc,t

1 + TV ATMc,0

+TV ATMoth
c,0

IMc,t + CIMc,t +GMc,t

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

(3.12)

VAT tax on commodity c (value & volume):

PV AT c.V AT c = PV ATDc.V ATDc + PV ATMc.V ATM c (3.13)

V AT c = V ATDc + V ATM c (3.14)

Agregate VAT (value & volume):

PV AT.V AT =
∑
c

PV AT c.V AT c (3.15)

V AT =
∑
c

V AT c (3.16)
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Other tax on commodity c (value & volume):

POTHTDc,t.OTHTDc,t = TOTHTDc,t .PY Qc,t.Y Qc,t (3.17)

OTHTDc,t = TOTHTDc,0 .Y Qc,t (3.18)

POTHTMc,t.OTHTMc,t = TOTHTMc,t .PMc,t.Mc,t (3.19)

OTHTM c,t = TOTHTMc,0 .Mc,t (3.20)

Other tax on commodity c (value & volume):

POTHT c.OTHT c = POTHTDc.OTHTDc + POTHTMc.OTHTMc (3.21)

OTHT c = OTHTDc +OTHTMc (3.22)

Agregate other tax (value & volume):

POTHT.OTHT =
∑
c

POTHT c.OTHT c (3.23)

OTHT =
∑
c

OTHT c (3.24)

Total tax on commodity (value & volume):

PTAX.cTAXc = PV ATc.V ATc + PENERTc.ENERTc + POTHTc.OTHTc
(3.25)

TAXc = V ATc + ENERTc +OTHTc (3.26)

Agregate tax (value & volume):

PTAX.TAX =
∑
c

PTAXc.TAXc (3.27)

TAX =
∑
c

TAXc (3.28)

Taxes on bene�ts (value & volume):

PISa.ISa,t = T ISt .PEBEa,t−1.EBEa,t−1 (3.29)

ISa,t = T IS0 .EBEa,t−1 (3.30)
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Agregate tax on bene�ts (value & volume):

PIS.IS =
∑
a

PISa.ISa (3.31)

IS =
∑
a

PISa (3.32)

Taxes on income (value):

IRh,t_V AL = T IR0 .DISPINCAIh,t_V AL (3.33)

Agregate tax on income (value):

IR_V AL =
∑
h

IRh,t_V AL (3.34)

Taxes on capital (value):

AICh,t_V AL = TAICt .DISPINCAIh,t_V AL (3.35)

Agregate tax on Capital (value):

AIC_V AL =
∑
h

AICh,t_V AL (3.36)

Subvention on commodity c (value & volume):

PSUBc,t.SUBc,t = TSUBc,t .Y Qc,t (3.37)

SUBc,t = TSUBc,0 .Y Qc,t (3.38)

We assume that the subvention is proportional to the quantity produced
which is true in most cases (in particular for agriculture). Consequently the
price of the subvention grows at the same rate as the subvention. For simplicity,
we assume that in equilibrium, the subvention rate grows at the rate of in�ation.

Subvention on commodity c (value & volume):

PSUB.SUB =
∑
c

PSUBc.SUBc (3.39)

SUB =
∑
c

SUBc (3.40)
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Tax on activities (value & volume)

PIYa.IYa = TIY Na,t.PYa.Ya (3.41)

IYa = TIY Na,0.Ya (3.42)

Aggregate Tax on activities (value & volume)

PIY.IY =
∑
a

PIYa.IY a (3.43)

IY =
∑
a

IYa (3.44)

Subventions on activities (value & volume)

PSYa.SYa = TSY Na.PYa.Ya (3.45)

SYa = TSY Na,0.Ya (3.46)

Aggregate subventions on activities (value & volume)

PSY.SY =
∑
a

PSYa.SYa (3.47)

SY =
∑
a

SYa (3.48)

Social Security Accounting:Employer Social Contribution

CSEa.PCSEa = TCSEa,t .L_Sa.W_Sa (3.49)

PCSEa = PCH19 (3.50)

Aggregate Employer Social Contribution (value & volume)

PCSE.CSE =
∑
a

PCSEa.CSEa (3.51)

CSE =
∑
a

CSEa (3.52)

Employer Social Contribution from the rest of the world

CSEROW .PCSEROW = TCSE
ROW

a,t SBROW (3.53)

PCSEROW = PCH19 (3.54)
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Total employer Social Contribution (in value & volume)

PCSETOT .CSETOT = PCSE.CSE + PCSEROW .CSEROW (3.55)

CSETOT = CSE + CSEROW (3.56)

Social Security Accounting:Salary Social Contribution

CSSa.PCSSa = TCSSt .La.W_Sa (3.57)

PCSSa = PCH19 (3.58)

Social Security Accounting:Salary Social Contribution of
self-employed labor

CSS_SE.PCSSSE = T
CSS_SE
t .L_SE.W_SE19 (3.59)

PCSSSE = PCH19 (3.60)

Aggregate Employer Social Contribution (value & volume)

PCSS.CSS =
∑
a

PCSSa.CSSa (3.61)

CSS =
∑
a

CSSa (3.62)

PCSS_SE.CSS_SE =
∑
a

PCSSSEa .CSSSEa (3.63)

CSS_SE =
∑
a

CSSSEa (3.64)

Total Employer Social Contribution (value & volume)

PCSSTOT .CSSTOT = PCSS.(CSS + CSSROW ) + PCSS_SE.CSS_SE
(3.65)

CSSTOT = CSS + CSS_SE + CSSROW (3.66)

Receipts from the private activity (in value and volume)

DIV GOV_V AL =
∑
a

DIV GOVa _V AL (3.67)
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Public receipts (in value & volume)

REC_V AL = PY20.Y 20 + PTAX.TAX + PIY.IY + PSY.SY + PIS.IS
+IR_V AL+AIC_V AL+ PCSETOT .CSETOT + PCSSTOT .CSSTOT

+DIV GOV_V AL + TCOV AL

(3.68)

Social Prestations

PRESOC_DOMU_V AL = 0.3.W_S.Un_TOT (3.69)

PRESOC_DOMOth_V AL = PRESOC_DOMOth
t−1 .(1+Ṗ+∆pop)−ηprest.∆un

(3.70)

PRESOC_DOM_V AL = PRESOC_DOMU_V AL+PRESOC_DOMOth_V AL
(3.71)

Decomposition of Social Prestation between domestic and
foreign destinations

PRESOC_V AL = PRESOC_DOM_V AL+ PRESOC_ROW_V AL
(3.72)

Total expenditure by product c:

PEXP_{13,h}

PEXPG.EXPG =
∑
c

PEXPGc.EXPGc (3.73)

EXPG =
∑
c

EXPGc (3.74)

PEXPGc = PGc (3.75)

∆expgc,t = ∆expgt (3.76)
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Domestic and imported government consumptions in com-
modity c:

∆gdc,t = ∆expgc,t + ∆SUBST_GDc,t (3.77)

∆SUBST_GDn
c,t = ηcd,cmϕchm,c∆(pGD − pGM )

∆gmc,t = ∆expgc,t + ∆SUBST_GM c,t (3.78)

∆SUBST_GMn
c,t = ηcd,cmϕchd,c∆(pGMc − pGDc )

Public spendings (in value & volume)

DEP_V AL = (NCU20.Y20) + PRESOC_V AL
+PRESOC_V AL+ PG.G+R_Gt−1.DEBT_G_V ALt−1

−PSUB.SUB +DEPTCO_V AL + CIDD + (BONUS −MALUS)
(3.79)

Public De�cit (in value & volume)

BF_G_V AL = DEP_V AL−REC_V AL+BF_G_V AL_ajust (3.80)

DP_G_V AL = BF_G_V AL/PGDP ∗GDP (3.81)

Dynamic of the public debt (in value & volume):

DEBT_G_V AL = DEBTT−1_G_V AL+BF_G_V AL (3.82)

The Carbon Tax

TCOD_V ALe = TTCO.ICe.Y Qe (3.83)

TCOM_V ALe = TTCO.ICe.Me (3.84)

TCO_V ALe = TCOM_V ALe + TCOD_V ALe (3.85)

TCO_V AL =
∑

TCO_V ALe (3.86)

REC_TCO_V AL = TCO_V AL (3.87)

RTCO_H = αTCO.REC_TCO_V AL (3.88)

RTCOh = ϕTCOhRTCO_H (3.89)

RTCOE = ϕTCOhREC_TCO_V AL (3.90)
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4 The consumer: households and households hy-

brid

Average wage:

W_S.L_S =
∑
a

W_Sa.L_Sa (4.1)

W_SE.L_SE =
∑
a

W_SEa.L_SEa (4.2)

CL_S.L_S =
∑
a

CL_Sa.L_Sa (4.3)

CL_SE.L_SE =
∑
a

CL_SEa.L_SEa (4.4)

W.L = W_S.L_S +W_SE.L_SE (4.5)

CL.L = CL_S.L_S + CL_SE.L_SE (4.6)

L = L_S + L_SE (4.7)

Decomposition of Financial Wealth:

DIV HH_V AL =
∑
a

DIV HHa (4.8)

FW_V AL = DIV HH_V AL+ INTHH_V AL (4.9)

Total disposable income before taxes:

DISPINCAI_V AL = (W_S.L_S+SBROW ).(1−TCSS)+W_SE.L_SE∗(1−TCSS_SE)
(4.10)

+PRESOCDOM_V AL+ FW_V AL+ TRROW_V AL

Disposable income before taxes for household h:

DISPINCAIh _V AL = ϕDISPINCh .DISPINCAI_V AL (4.11)

In a future version, we may assume that ϕ varies according the the compo-
nents of the disposable income.
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Net Disposable income for household h:

DISPINCh_V AL = DISPINCAIh _V AL−IRh_V AL−AICh_V AL+RTCOh
(4.12)

DISPINC_V AL =
∑

DISPINh_V AL (4.13)

Household h's total expenditures (value & volume):

PEXPh.EXPh =
∑
c

PEXPc,h.EXPc,h (4.14)

EXPh =
∑
c

.EXPc,h (4.15)

EXPH =
∑
h

.EXPh (4.16)

PEXPH.EXPH =
∑

PEXPh.EXPh (4.17)

Marginal propension to save:

∆MPSh = β1∆(UNR_TOT ) +β2∆(R− ˙infl_FR) +β3∆

(
DEBT_GV AL

PGDP.GDP

)
(4.18)

Savings equation:

Sh = DISPINCh_V AL− PEXPh.EXPh (4.19)

TSh =
DISPINCh_V AL− PEXPh.EXPh

DISPINCh_V AL
(4.20)

Sh = DISPINCh_V AL− PEXPh.EXPh (4.21)

TS =
S

DISPINC_V AL
(4.22)

4.1 The households (LES)

c={01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24}

Notional household h's expenditures in commodity c:

EXPnc,h.PEXPc,h = PEXPc,h.NEXPc,h+βEXPc,h (DISPINC_V ALh.(1−MPSh)−PNEXPh.NEXPh)
(4.23)

βEXPc,h,0 = (PEXPc,h,0.EXPc,h,0−PEXPc,h,0.NEXPc,h,0)/(PEXPh,0EXPh,0−
PNEXPh,0.NEXPh,0) is calibrated by inversing the above equation at the base
year.
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Household h's marginal propension to spend in commodity
c:

∆βEXPc,h = (1− ηLES_CES).∆
PEXPc,h
PEXPCESh

(4.24)

PEXPCESh =

[∑
c

βEXPc,h,0 .PEXPc,h
(1−ηLES_CES)

] 1

1−ηLES_CES

(4.25)

Household h's total necessary expenditures (value & vol-
ume):

PNEXPh.NEXPh =
∑
c

PEXPc,h.NEXPc,h (4.26)

NEXPh =
∑
c

NEXPc,h (4.27)

Total expenditure by product c:

PEXPc.EXPc =
∑
h

PEXPc,h.EXPc,h (4.28)

EXPc =
∑
h

EXPc,h (4.29)

φEXPc,h = EXPc,h/EXPc (4.30)

Household h's expenditures price c:

PEXPc,h = PCHc (4.31)

Domestic and imported households' consumption in com-
modity c:

∆CHDc,t = ∆EXP c,t + ∆SUBST_CHDc,t (4.32)

∆SUBST_CHDn
c,t = ηLV L4_HH∆(pchdc − pchmc).

PCHDc,t−1.CHDc,t−1

PCHc,t−1.CHc,t−1

∆CHM c,t = EXP c,t − CHDc (4.33)

∆SUBST_CHMn
c,t = ηLV L4_HH∆(pchmc − pchdc).

PCHMc,t−1.CHMc,t−1

PCHc,t−1.CHc,t−1
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Ajustment LES:

expc,h,t = µ1exp
n
c,h,t + (1− µ1).(expc,h,t−1 + ∆expec,h) (4.34)

∆expec,h,t = µ2∆expec,h,t−1 + µ3∆expc,h,t−1 + µ4∆expnc,h,t (4.35)

4.2 Household Hybrid

Building stock dynamic

∆BUILh,k,t = ϕNewBUILh,k (∆BUILh,t +BUILh,0,t) (4.36)

+

k−1∑
k′=0

REHABh,k′,k −
K∑

k′=k+1

REHABh,k,k′

−
k−1∑
k′=0

δBUILh,k,k′ BUILh,k,t−1 +

K∑
k′=k+1

δBUILh,k′,kBUILh,k′,t−1

BUILh,0,t =
∑
k

δBUILh,k,0 BUILh,k,t−1 (4.37)

∆BUIL = ∆pop+ ∆M2percapita (4.38)

Aggregation of building stock

BUILk =
∑
h

BUILh,k

BUIL =
∑
h

BUILh

Proportion of the the category K's rehabilitated building

∆τ
REHAB_n

h,k = ∆τ
REHAB_trend

h,k + ηh,k
UCREHAB

h,k

UCh,k

(4.39)

τREHAB
h,k = τ

REHAB_∗
h,k (∗ = L, H, n)

0 6 τ
REHAB_L

h,k 6 τREHAB
h,k 6 τ

REHAB_H

h,k 6 1 (4.40)
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Rehabilitation of building

REHABh,k,k′ = ϕREHABh,k,k′ .τREHABh,k BUILh,k,t−1 (4.41)

∑
k′

ϕREHABh,k,k′ = 1 (4.42)

The user cost of building rehabilitation

UCREHABh,k = UC
K_REHAB
h,k + UC

E_REHAB
h,k (4.43)

UC
E_REHAB
h,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

ϕREHABh,k,k′ .UCEh,k′ (4.44)

UCh,k = UCKh,k + UCEh,k (4.45)

UC
K_REHAB
h,k = P

REHAB_δBUIL

h,k (R
CASH_REHAB
h,k + (4.46)

R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k R

I_REHAB
h,k,t−1 LDREHAB

h,k

1− (1 +R
BUIL_REHAB
h,k,t−1 )−LD

REHAB
h,k

)

R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k = 1−RCASH_REHABh,k (4.47)

LDREHAB
h,k 5 θ

LD_REHAB
h,k /δREHABh,k (4.48)

UCKh,k = PREHABh,k,k δBUILh,k (RCASHh,k +
RLOANh,k R

I_BUIL
h,k,t−1 LDh,k

1− (1 +R
I_BUIL
h,k,t−1 )−LDh,k

)(4.49)

RLOANh,k = 1−RCASHh,k (4.50)

LDh,k 5 θLDh,k /δ
REHAB
h,k (4.51)

δREHABh,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

ϕREHABh,k,k′ δBUILh,k′ (4.52)

δBUILh,k =

k−1∑
k′=0

δBUILh,k,k′ (4.53)

PENERBUILh,k,e .ENER
BUIL
h,k,e = PEXPe,h.EXP

BUIL
h,k,e
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UCEh,k = P
Ener_m2

h,k .

(
1 +

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k

)1/δBUILh,k

− 1

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k /δBUILh,k

(4.54)

P
Ener_m²

h,k .BUILh,k = PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k (4.55)

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k,t = λ
Ener_BUIL
0

.

P
Ener_m²_e

h,k,t−1

+(1− λEner_BUIL0 )
.

P
Ener_m²

h,k,t−1 (4.56)

The average price of the investment in renovation

P
REHAB_δBUIL

h,k .REHABh,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

(4.57)

(
1−RSUBh,k,k′

)
PREHABh,k,k′ .REHABh,k,k′ .δ

BUIL
h,k′

P
REHAB_δBUIL_bis
h,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

(
1−RSUBh,k,k′

)
ϕREHABh,k,k′ PREHABh,k,k′ δBUILh,k′

V ER_P
REHAB_δ
h,k .REHABh,k = −PREHAB_δh,k + (4.58)

K∑
k′=k+1

(
1−RSUBh,k,k′

)
PREHABh,k,k′ .ϕREHABh,k,k′ δBUILh,k′
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The expenditure related to housing for building K

EXP_HOUSINGV ALh,k = DEBT
REHAB_V AL
h,k,t−1 (R

I_REHAB
h,k,t−1 +R

RMBS_REHAB
h,k,t−1 ) (4.59)

+R
CASH_REHAB
h,k,t PREHABh,k REHABh,k

+DEBT
NewBUIL_V AL
h,k,t−1 (R

I_NewBUIL
h,k,t−1 +R

RMBS_NewBUIL
h,k,t−1 )

+R
CASH_NewBUIL
h,k,t .PNewBUILh,k .NewBUILh,k

+PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k

DEBT
REHAB_V AL
h,k,t = DEBT

REHAB_V AL
h,k,t−1 (1−RRMBS_REHAB

h,k,t−1 ) (4.60)

+R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k,t .PREHABh,k .REHABh,k

DEBT
NewBUIL_V AL
h,k,t = DEBT

NewBUIL_V AL
h,k,t−1 (1−RRMBS_NewBUIL

h,k,t−1 ) (4.61)

+R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k,t .PNewBUILh,k .NewBUILh,k

R
RMBS_X
h,k =

1

LDX
h,k

4pREHABh,k,k′ = 4pch13 (4.62)

4pNewBUILh,k = 4pch13 (4.63)

R
REHAB_DEBT
h,k =

PREHABh,k .REHABh,k

DEBT
REHAB_VAL

h,k

(4.64)

Aggregation of equations

REHABh,k =

K∑
k′=k+1

REHABh,k,k′

REHABh =
∑
k

.REHABh,k

REHAB =
∑
h

.REHABh
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PREHABh,k .REHABh,k =
∑
k′

PREHABh,k,k′ .REHABh,k,k′

EXP_HOUSINGV ALh =
∑
k

EXP_HOUSINGV ALh,k

EXP_HOUSINGV AL =
∑
k

EXP_HOUSINGV ALh

EXP
REHAB_V AL
h = PREHABh .REHABh

EXPREHAB_V AL =
∑

EXP
REHAB_V AL
h

EXP
NEWBUIL_V AL
h = PNEWBUIL

h .NEWBUILh

EXPNEWBUIL_V AL =
∑

EXP
NEWBUIL_V AL
h

φEXP13bis,h =
EXP

NEWBUIL_V AL
h + EXP

REHAB_V AL
h

EXPNEWBUIL_V AL + EXPREHAB_V AL
(4.65)

EXP
OTH_V AL
13 =

∑
EXP

OTH_V AL
13,h (4.66)

∆exp
OTH_V AL
13,h = ∆dispincV ALh .(1−MPS_HHh) (4.67)

EXP
OTH_V AL
13,h = φEXP13bis,h.EXP

OTH_V AL
13 at base year

EXP13,h = PNEWBUIL
h,0 .NEWBUILh + PREHABh,0 .REHABh +

EXP
OTH_V AL
13,h

PEXP13,h
(4.68)
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EXP13 =
∑

EXP13,h (4.69)

NEWBUILh,k = ϕNewBUILh,k (∆BUILh +BUILh,0) (4.70)

NEWBUILh =
∑
k

NEWBUILh,k

PNEWBUIL
h .NEWBUILh =

∑
k

PNEWBUIL
h,k NEWBUILh,k

NEWBUIL =
∑
h

NEWBUILh

PNEWBUIL.NEWBUIL =
∑
h

PNEWBUIL
h NEWBUILh

PEXPHh .EXPHh =
∑
k

PEXPHh,k .EXPHh,k

Veri�cation for the initial period

BUIL_V ERIFh =
∑
k

BUILh,k (4.71)

BUIL_V ERIF =
∑
h

BUIL_V ERIFh (4.72)

V ERIF_BUIL =
∑
h

(BUIL_V ERIFh −BUILh) = 0 (4.73)

V ERIF_ϕREHABh,k =
∑

ϕREHABh,k − 1 (4.74)

EXP_HOUSINGbisV ALh = PEXP13,h.EXP13,h+PENERBUILh .ENERBUILh

(4.75)

EXP_HOUSINGverV ALh = EXP_HOUSINGbisV ALh − (4.76)

(EXP_HOUSINGV ALh + EXP
OTH_V AL
13,h ) = 0
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Automobile stock dynamic

∆AUTOh,k,t = ϕNewAutoh,k (∆AUTOh,t +AUTODESh,t ) (4.77)

−δAUTOh,k AUTOh,k,t−1

AUTODESh,t =
∑
k

δAUTOh,k AUTOh,k,t−1 (4.78)

NewAUTOh,k = ϕNewAUTOh,k (∆AUTOh +AUTODESh ) (4.79)

∆pNewAUTOh,k = ∆pch03 (4.80)

The expenditure related to automobile

EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h,k = DEBT

AUTO_V AL
h,k,t (RIh,k,t−1 +R

RMBS_AUTO
h,k,t−1 ) (4.81)

+R
CASH_AUTO
h,k,t PNewAUTO.NewAUTOh,k(1−RSUB_AUTOh,k )

+PEXP 22
h .EXPAUTOh,k

UCautoh,k = PREHABh,k δBUILh,k

(
R
CASH_AUTO

h,k +
RLOANh,k RIh,k,t−1LDh,k

1− (1 +RIh,k,t−1)
−LDh,k

)
(4.82)

+

(
1 + Ṗ

Ener_auto_e

k

)1/δautok − 1

Ṗ
Ener_auto_e

k /δautok

.Ṗ
Ener_auto

k

DEBT
AUTO_V AL

h,k,t = DEBT
AUTO_V AL

h,k,t−1 (1−R
RMBS_AUTO

h,k,t−1 )

+R
LOAN_AUTO

h,k,t PNewAUTOh,k .NewAUTOh,k(1−R
SUB_AUTO

h,k )

(4.83)

EXP
NewAUTO_V AL
h,k = PNewAutoh,k .NewAUTOh,k(1−RSUBh,k ) (4.84)
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∆kmtraveler
h = ∆popTOT (4.85)

∆km
traveler_auto
h = ∆kmtraveler

h (4.86)

∆kmAUTO
h = ∆km

traveler_auto
h (4.87)

∆AUTOh = ∆kmAUTO
h (4.88)

KmAUTO
h,k = KmAUTO

h .
AUTOh,k
autoh

(4.89)

∆expAUTOh,k,e = αAUTO
(

∆kmauto
h,k − ηMOB_TRSP_COL.(1− ϕAUTO). (pch03 − pch14)

)
+(1− αAUTO)∆exph,k

(4.90)

EXPh,t
AUTO_elec = EXPh,t−1

AUTO_elec.(1 + ∆exph).T gth_elec

EXPh,t
AUTO_elec = +ηAUTO_elec.ϕ

EXP_AUTO22

t−1 .∆ (pexp22 − pexp23)

+ηBONUS_elec.ϕEXP03
t−1 .∆pieff03 .TBONUS_elec

+ηBONUS_elec.ϕEXP03
t−1 .∆pieff03 .TBONUS_elec

if
(
EXP eff03 − EXP elec03

)
> 0

EXPh,t
AUTO_elec = EXPh,t−1

AUTO_elec if
(
EXP eff03 − EXP elec03

)
6 0
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Aggregation of automobile expenditure

EXPAUTOh,k =
∑
e

EXPAUTOh,k,e (4.91)

EXPAUTOh =
∑
k

EXPAUTOh,k (4.92)

EXPAUTOh,e =
∑
k

EXPAUTOh,k,e (4.93)

EXPAUTOk,e =
∑
h

EXPAUTOh,k,e (4.94)

EXPAUTO =
∑
h

EXPAUTOh (4.95)

Aggregation of automobile

AUTOk =
∑
h

AUTOh,k (4.96)

AUTO =
∑
k

AUTOk (4.97)

NewAUTOh =
∑
k

NewAUTOh,k (4.98)

PNewAUTOh .NewAUTOh =
∑
k

PNewAUTOh,k .NewAUTOh,k (4.99)

EXP
NewAUTO_V AL
h =

∑
EXP

NewAUTO_V AL
h,k (4.100)

EXPNewAUTO_V AL =
∑

EXP
NewAUTO_V AL
h (4.101)

φEXP03bis,h =
EXP

NewAUTO_VAL

h

EXPNewAUTO_VAL
(4.102)
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EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h =

∑
EXP_MOB

AUTO_V AL
h,k (4.103)

EXP_MOBAUTO_V AL =
∑

EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h (4.104)

EXP
OTH_V AL
03 =

∑
h

EXP
OTH_V AL
03,h (4.105)

EXP
OTH_V AL
03 = PEXP03.EXP03 − EXPNewAUTO_V AL

for base year

EXP03 =
∑
h

EXP03,h (4.106)

∆exp
OTH_V AL
03,h ) = ∆dispincV ALh .(1−MPSHHh ) (4.107)

EXP
OTH_V AL
03,h = φEXP03bis,h.EXP

OTH_V AL
03 for base year

EXP03,h = PNewAutoh,k,0 .NewAUTOh,k +
EXP

OTH_V AL
03

PEXP03,h
(4.108)

Veri�cation of automobile

EXP_MOB
AUTObis_V AL
h = PEXP03,h.EXP03,h + (4.109)

PEXP 03,h.EXP
AUTO
h

EXP_MOBAUTObis_V AL =
∑

EXP_MOB
AUTObis_V AL
h (4.110)

EXP_MOB
AUTOver_V AL
h = EXP_MOB

AUTObis_V AL
h − (4.111)

(EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h + EXP

OTH_V AL
03,h )

EXP_MOBAUTOver_V AL = EXP_MOBAUTObis_V AL − (4.112)

(EXP_MOBAUTO_V AL + EXP
OTH_V AL
03,h )
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Other transports:

c={14 15 16 17 18}

EXP_MOB
OTH_V AL
h =

∑
PEXPc,h.EXPc,h

c = 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
(4.113)

∆kmtraveler
c,h = ∆kmtraveler

h (4.114)

∆expc,h = ∆kmtraveler
c,h (4.115)

EXPc =
∑
h

EXPc,h (4.116)

Total Mobility

EXP_MOBV ALh = EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h + (4.117)

EXP_MOB
OTH_V AL
h + EXP

OTH_V AL
03,h

4.2.1 Energy Consumption

Energy of building

ENERBUILh,k,e = ENERperM2
h,k,e .BUILh,k (4.118)

∆enerperM2
h,k,e = 0 (4.119)

∆expBUILh,k,e = ∆enerBUILh,k,e (4.120)

∆exp_builh,k,22 = ∆ener_builh,k,22 + ∆standard_BUIL
+ηEXPh,k,22 .(∆pexp22 −∆pexp)

+ηBuilh,k,24_22 .

(
PEXPTEP24,t−1

PEXPTEP22,t−1
.∆pexp24 −

PEXPTEP22,t−1

PEXPTEP24,t−1
.∆pexp22

)
.

EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

EXP22_BUIL_eff,t−1
+EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

if ener_builh,k,22 > 0

∆exp_builh,k,22 = ∆ener_builh,k,22
+∆standard_BUIL if ener_builh,k,22 0 0
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∆exp_builh,k,23 = ∆ener_builh,k,23 + ∆standard_BUIL
+ηEXPh,k,23 .(∆pexp23 −∆pexp)

+ηBuilh,k,24_23 .

(
PEXPTEP24,t−1

PEXPTEP22,t−1
.∆pexp24 −

PEXPTEP23,t−1

PEXPTEP23,t−1
.∆pexp23

)
.

EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

EXP23_BUIL_eff,t−1
+EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

if ener_builh,k,23 > 0

∆exp_builh,k,23 = ∆ener_builh,k,23
+∆standard_BUIL if ener_builh,k,23 0 0

∆exp_builh,k,24 = ∆ener_builh,k,24 + ∆standard_BUIL
+ηEXPh,k,24 .(∆pexp24 −∆pexp)

+ηBuilh,k,22_24 .

(
PEXPTEP22,t−1

PEXPTEP24,t−1
.∆pexp22 −

PEXPTEP24,t−1

PEXPTEP22,t−1
.∆pexp24

)
.

EXP22_BUIL_eff,t−1

EXP22_BUIL_eff,t−1
+EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

+ηBuilh,k,23_24 .

(
PEXPTEP23,t−1

PEXPTEP24,t−1
.∆pexp23 −

PEXPTEP24,t−1

PEXPTEP23,t−1
.∆pexp24

)
.

EXP23_BUIL_eff,t−1

EXP22_BUIL_eff,t−1
+EXP24_BUIL_eff,t−1

if ener_builh,k,23 > 0

∆exp_builh,k,24 = ∆ener_builh,k,24
+∆standard_BUIL if ener_builh,k,24 0 0

PENERBUILh,k,e .ENER
BUIL
h,k,e = PEXPe,h.EXP

BUIL
h,k,e (4.121)

Aggregation Energy consumption in building

PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k =
∑
e

(PENERBUILh,k,e .ENER
BUIL
h,k,e ) (4.122)

ENERBUILh,k =
∑
e

ENERBUILh,k,e (4.123)

PENERBUILh .ENERBUILh =
∑
k

PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k (4.124)

ENERBUILh =
∑
k

ENERBUILh,k (4.125)
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PENERBUIL.ENERBUIL =
∑
h

PENERBUILh .ENERBUILh (4.126)

ENERBUIL =
∑
h

ENERBUILh (4.127)

PENERBUILh,e .ENERBUILh,e =
∑
k

PENERBUILh,k,e .ENER
BUIL
h,k,e (4.128)

ENERBUILh,e =
∑
k

ENERBUILh,k,e (4.129)

PENERBUILe .ENERBUILe =
∑
h

PENERBUILh,e .ENERBUILh,e (4.130)

ENERBUILe =
∑
h

ENERBUILh,e (4.131)

Agregation of total energy expenditure (automobile + build-
ing)

ENERh,k = PENERBUILh,k,0 .ENER
BUIL
h,k + EXPAUTOh,k (4.132)

PENERh,k.ENERhh,k = PENERBUILh,k .ENERBUILh,k (4.133)

+PEXP03,h.EXP
AUTO
h,k

ENERh = PENERBUILh,0 .ENERBUILh + EXPAUTOh (4.134)

PENERh.ENERh = PENERBUILh .ENERBUILh + PEXP03,h.EXP
AUTO
h

(4.135)

PENER.ENER = PENERBUIL.ENERBUIL + PEXP03.EXP
AUTO

(4.136)

EXPh,e = PENERBUILh,e .ENERBUILh,e + EXPAUTOh,e (4.137)

EXPe =
∑
h

EXPh,e (4.138)
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Notional household h's expenditures in commodity c:

c={01 02 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 19 20}

EXPnc,h.PEXPc,h = PEXPc,h.NEXPc,h (4.139)

+βEXPc,h (DISPINCh_V AL.(1−MPSh)− PNEXPh.NEXPh)

βEXPc,h,0 = (PEXPc,h,0.EXPc,h,0 − PEXPc,h,0.NEXPc,h,0)/

(DISPINCh_V AL.(1−MPSHHh Ph,0)− PNEXPh,0.NEXPh,0 − EXP
HOUSING_V AL
h,0

−EXPOTH_V AL13,h,0 − EXPMOB_V AL
h,0 )

is calibrated by inversing the above equation at the base year.

Household h's marginal propension to spend in commodity
c:

∆ln(βEXPc,h ) = (1− ηLES_CES).∆ln(
PEXPc,h
PEXPCESh

) (4.140)

The marginal propension to spend in commodity c is assumed constant. In a
future version, it may depend on the relative price to account for substitution
e�ects.

PEXPCESh =

[∑
c

βEXPc,h,0 .PEXPc,h
(1−ηLES_CES)

] 1

1−ηLES_CES

(4.141)

Household h's total necessary expenditures (value & vol-
ume):

PNEXPh.NEXPh =
∑
c

PEXPc,h.NEXPc,h (4.142)

NEXPh =
∑
c

NEXPc,h (4.143)
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Total expenditure by product c:

PEXPc.EXPc =
∑
h

PEXPc,h.EXPc,h (4.144)

EXPc =
∑
h

EXPc,h (4.145)

φEXPc,h =
EXPc,h
EXPc

(4.146)

Household h's expenditures price c:

c={01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24}

PEXPc,h = PCHc (4.147)

Domestic et imported households' consumption in com-
modity c:

∆CHDc,t = ∆EXP c,t + ∆SUBST_CHDc,t (4.148)

∆SUBST_CHDn
c,t = ηLV L4_HH∆(pchdc − pchmc).

PCHDc,t−1.CHDc,t−1

PCHc,t−1.CHc,t−1

∆CHM c,t = EXP c,t − CHDc (4.149)

∆SUBST_CHMn
c,t = ηLV L4_HH∆(pchmc − pchdc).

PCHMc,t−1.CHMc,t−1

PCHc,t−1.CHc,t−1

Ajustment :

c={01 02 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 19 20}

expc,h,t = µ1exp
n
c,h,t + (1− µ1).expc,h,t−1 + ∆expec,h (4.150)

∆expec,h,t = µ2∆expec,h,t−1 + µ3∆expc,h,t−1 + µ4∆expnc,h,t (4.151)

5 Prices

Production price in activity a

PY na = NCUa.(1 + TMDa) (5.1)
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Net cost per unit of production in activity a

NCUa.Ya = CUa.Ya + PIYaIYa + PISaISa − PSYaSYa +DIV HHa _V AL

(5.2)

+DIV GOVa _V AL+DIV ROWa _V AL+DIV BKa _V AL− La
L
.RTCOE

Cost per unit of production in activity a

CUa.Ya = CKaKa + CLaLaPROGa + PEaEa + PMAT aMAT a (5.3)

CLa.La = CL_SEa.L_SEa + CL_Sa.L_Sa (5.4)

Mark-up in activity a

TMDa = αTMD
a

Y a
Y OPTa

(5.5)

Potential production in activity a

∆yopta,t =
CKa,t−1Ka,t−1

CUa,t−1.Ya,t−1
∆ka,t +

CLa,t−1La,t−1PROGa,t−1
CUa,t−1.Ya,t−1

∆(la,t + proga,t)

(5.6)

+
PEa,t−1Ea,t−1
CUa,t−1.Ya,t−1

∆ea,t +
PMAT a,t−1MAT a,t−1

CUa,t−1.Ya,t−1
∆mata,t

Labor cost in activity a

CL_Sa =
W_Sa(1 + TCEa)

PROGa
(5.7)

CL_SEa =
W_SEa
PROGa

(5.8)

Capital cost in activity a

CKa,tKa,t = PIa,tKa,t−1(δa+ϕautofa K̇a,t)+PDEBTa,t−1DEBTa,t−1ra,t (5.9)

PDEBTa,t = PIAa (5.10)
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Composite intermediary consumption price in activity a

PMAT a.MATa =

20∑
c=1

PMAT c,a..MATc,a (5.11)

PEa.Ea =

24∑
c=21

PEc,a..Ec,a (5.12)

DEBTa = Ka (5.13)

In a future version, we may assume that capital is not integrally �nanced by
the debt.

Material price for commodity c paid by activity a (c=1,...,20)

PMAT c,a.MAT c,a = PMATDc.MATDc,a+PMATM c.MATM c,a forc = {1, ..., 20}
(5.14)

Energy price for commodity c paid by activity a (c=21,...,24)

PEc,a.Ec,a = PEDc.EDc,a + PEM c.EM c,a for c = {21, ..., 24} (5.15)

Aggregate investment price for activity a:

PIAa.IAa =
∑
c

PIAc,a.IAc,a (5.16)

Selling price (including margins, exclusive of VAT) for do-
mestic commodity c

PY QSc.Y QSc =PY Qc.Y Qc.(1 + TENERTDc ) + Y Qc(T
OTHD
c + TSUBc )

(5.17)

+ PMTDc.MTDc + PMCDc.MCDc if c 6= {14, ..., 19}
PY QSc.Y QSc = PY Qc.Y Qc.(1 + TENERTDc ) + Y Qc(T

OTHD
c + TSUBc ) if c = {14, ..., 19}

∆yqsc = ∆yqc (5.18)

Y QSc is the volume of the production expressed at market price before VAT.
It should not be seen as a composite of several "goods": production at base
price and margins. Indeed, its does not increase when the volume of the com-
mercial and transport margins increase. The price does instead. Its speci�ca-

tion is Y QSc,t = Y Qc,t

(
1 + TENERTc,0 + TOTHDc,0 + TSUBc,0 +

MTDc,0
Y Qc,0

+
MCDc,0
Y Qc,0

)
which is equivalent to 5.18, that is to assuming that Y QSc is always proportion-
nal to Y Qc. Writing it following the speci�cation composite of several goods,
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Y QSc,t = Y Qc,t

(
1 + TENERTc,0 + TOTHDc,0 + TSUBc,0 +

MTDc,t
Y Qc,t

+
MCDc,t
Y Qc,t

)
, would

lead to inacurate results since a decrease in the quantity of transport used per
unit of production would not lead to a decrease of the selling price. Notice that
the similarity with the speci�cation of the volume of a tax or a subvention. As
speci�ed earlier, we assume that an increase in the tax rate does not increase the
volume of the tax but increases its price. The volume of the tax increases only
when the volume of the taxe bases (e.g. consumption, production) increases.

Selling price (including margins, exclusive of VAT) for im-
ported commodity c

PMSc.MSc = PM c.M c.(1 + TOTHMc ) +M c.T
ENERTM
c + PMTMc.MTMc

+PMCMc.MCM c if c 6= {14, ..., 19}
(5.19)

PMSc.MSc = PM c.M c.(1 + TOTHMc ) +M c.T
ENERTM
c if c = {14, ..., 19}

∆msc = ∆mc (5.20)

Price of the domestically produced intermediary consump-
tion c

PMATDc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDothc,t

)
(

1 + TV ATDothc,0

) if c = {1, ..., 20} (5.21)

PEDc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDothc,t

)
(

1 + TV ATDothc,0

) if c = {21, ..., 24} (5.22)

Price of the imported intermediary consumtion c

PMATM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATMoth

c,t

)
(

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

) if c = {1, ..., 20} (5.23)

PEM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATMoth

c,t

)
(

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

) if c = {21, ..., 24} (5.24)

Domesticly produced households' consumption price for
commodity c

PCHDc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDc,t

)(
1 + TV ATDc,0

) (5.25)
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Imported households' consumption price for commodity c

PCHM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDc,t

)(
1 + TV ATDc,0

) (5.26)

Domesticly produced public spending price for commodity
c

PGDc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDothc,t

)
(

1 + TV ATDothc,0

) (5.27)

Imported public spending price for commodity c

PGM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATMoth

c,t

)
(

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

) (5.28)

Domesticly produced investment price for commodity c
bought by activity a

PIADc,t = PY QSc,t

(
1 + TV ATDothc,t

)
(

1 + TV ATDothc,0

) (5.29)

Imported investment price for commodity c

PIAM c,t = PMSc,t

(
1 + TV ATMoth

c,t

)
(

1 + TV ATMoth
c,0

) (5.30)

Domesticly produced export price for commodity c

PXDc = PY QSc (5.31)

Imported export price for commodity c

PXM c = PMSc (5.32)

Domesticly produced changes in inventories price for com-
modity c

PDSDc = PY QSc (5.33)
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Imported changes in inventories price for commodity c

PDSM c = PMSc (5.34)

Price of transport margins m paid on domesticly produced
commodity c

PMTDm,c =
Y Qm

Y Qm +Mm
PY QSm+

Mm

Y Qm +Mm
PMSm ifm = {14, ..., 18}andc6={14, ..., 18}

(5.35)

Price of transport margins m paid on imported commodity
c

PMTMm,c = PMTDm,c if m = {14, ..., 18} and c 6={14, ..., 18} (5.36)

Price of commercial margins paid on domesticly produced
commodity c

PMCDc =
Y Q19

Y Q19 +M19
PY QS19 +

M19

Y Q19 +M19
PMS19 if c6=19 (5.37)

Price of the imported transport margins m paid on com-
modity c

PMCMm,c = PMCDc if c6=19 (5.38)

Import price at base cost for commodity c

PM c = PWDc.TC (5.39)

Notional wage by activity:

∆wna,t = ρ1,a+ρ2,a∆pt+ρ3∆proga,t −ρ4,a∆(pma,t−p
y
a,t)−ρ5Ut−ρ6∆Ut+ρ7∆(la,t−lt)

(5.40)

∆w_sea,t = ∆w_sa,t (5.41)

Taylor Rule

R_Dir = θ1∆Ṗt − θ2∆Ut (5.42)
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6 Green House Gases Emissions and Energy

Carbon intensity of the energy commodities e:

ICe =
EMSe

QDe +Me −Xe
for e = 21, 22, 23 (6.1)

Emissions by activity and by type :

∆emse,a = ∆ea (6.2)

Aggregate emissions by activity :

EMSa =
∑
e

EMSe,a (6.3)

Decarbonation :

∆ems_dca = ∆mata (6.4)

GHG emissions of Households :

∆emse,h = ∆expe,h (6.5)

GHG emissions from building of Households

∆ems_hhBUILe,h,k = ∆ϕEXPe + ∆ener_buile,h,k (6.6)

EMS_HH_BUILh,k =
∑
e

EMS_HH_BUILe,h,k (6.7)

EMS_HH_BUILh =
∑
k

EMS_HH_BUILh,k (6.8)

EMS_HH_BUILk =
∑
h

EMS_HH_BUILh,k (6.9)

EMS_HH_BUIL =
∑
h

EMS_HH_BUILh (6.10)
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GHG emissions from building of Households

∆ems_hhAUTOe,h,k = ∆ϕEXPe + ∆ener_autoe,h,k (6.11)

EMS_HH_AUTOh,k =
∑
e

EMS_HH_AUTOe,h,k (6.12)

EMS_HH_AUTOh =
∑
k

EMS_HH_AUTOh,k (6.13)

EMS_HH_AUTOk =
∑
h

EMS_HH_AUTOh,k (6.14)

EMS_HH_AUTO =
∑
h

EMS_HH_AUTOh (6.15)

Aggregation of automobile and housing emissions

EMS_HHh,k,e = EMS_HH_AUTOe,h,k + EMS_HH_BUILe,h,k (6.16)

EMS_HHh,k =
∑
e

EMS_HHe,h,k (6.17)

EMS_HHh =
∑
k

EMS_HHh,k (6.18)

EMS_HHk =
∑
h

EMS_HHh,k (6.19)

EMS_HH =
∑
h

EMS_HHh (6.20)

Total of GHG emissions :

EMS = EMS_S + EMS_HH (6.21)

Aggregate emissions by source e:

EMSe =
∑
a

EMSe,a +
∑
h

EMSe,h (6.22)
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Energetic Consumption in Mtep of Households :

∆q_Mtep_He,h = ∆ener_buile,h (6.23)

Q_Mtep_He =
∑
h

Q_Mtep_He,h (6.24)

Q_Mtep_H =
∑
e

Q_Mtep_He,h (6.25)

∆q_Mtep_TRSPe,h = ∆ener_autoe,h (6.26)

Q_Mtep_TRSP e =
∑
h

Q_Mtep_TRSP e,h (6.27)

Q_Mtep_TRSP =
∑
e

Q_Mtep_TRSP e,h (6.28)

Energetic Production in Mtep :

∆q_Mtepe,a = ∆ee,a (6.29)

Q_Mtepe =
∑
a

Q_Mtepe,a +Q_Mtep_TRSPe +Q_Mtep_He (6.30)

Energetic consumption of automobile of households :

∆q_Mtep_autoparce,h = ∆ener_autoe,h (6.31)

Q_Mtep_AUTOPARCe =
∑
h

Q_Mtep_AUTOPARCe,h (6.32)

Q_Mtep_AUTOPARC =
∑

Q_Mtep_AUTOPARCe (6.33)

Energetic Production in Mtep by subsectors:

EDena =
∑
eEDena,e for ena ∈ a = 21, 2201, . . . , 2406

EMena =
∑
eEMena,e

(6.34)

Eena = EMena + EDena (6.35)

Q_Mtepena,e = ϕYena,e.(Q_Mtep_He+Q_Mtep_TRSPe+Q_Mtepe,a) for e = 22, 23, 24
(6.36)
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Conversion between primary energy and �nal energy:

Q_MtepEPena = ζENEena .Q_Mtepena (6.37)

Q_MtepEP =
∑
ena

Q_MtepEPena (6.38)

Aggregation of energy consumption

Q_Mtepe = Q_Mtep_He +
∑
a

Q_Mtepe,a +Q_Mtep_H_TRSPe (6.39)

Q_Mtep = Q_Mtepe (6.40)

Unitary energy prices in euro per Mtep :

PETEPe .Q_Mtepa,e = PEe.Ee,a (6.41)

PEXPTEPe .Q_Mtep_H,e = PENER_BUILe.ENER_BUILe (6.42)

PEXPTEPe .Q_Mtep_H,e = PEXP e.EXP e (6.43)

PEXP_TRSPTEPe .Q_Mtep_TRSP,h,e = PEXP03

∑
k

EXP_AUTOh,k,e

(6.44)

PEXPTEPe .Q_Mtep_He =
∑
k

PENER_BUILk,e.PEe.Ee,a (6.45)

Special Contribution to the Electricity's Public services:

CSPE = CSPE_elec+ CSPE_heat+ CSPE_biocarb (6.46)

CSPE_elecena =
(
CUa − CU23_foss

)
.Yena for a = 2305, 2306, 2307, 2308 > 0

(6.47)

CSPE_elec = CSPE_elec2305 + CSPE_elec2306+

CSPE_elec2307.
Q_Mtep2307,t−Q_Mtep2307,0

Q_Mtep2307,t
+ CSPE_elec2308

(6.48)
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CSPE_heatena = (CUa − CU2401) .Yena for a = 2402, 2403, 2404, 2405, 2406 > 0
(6.49)

CSPE_heat = CSPE_heat2402.
(
Q_Mtep2302,t−Q_Mtep2302,0

Q_Mtep2302,t

)
+

CSPE_heat2403 + CSPE_heat2404 + CSPE_heat2405 + CSPE_heat2406
(6.50)

CUfoss23 =

∑
ena CUena.Yena∑

ena Yena
for ena = 2301, 2302, 2303, 2304 > 0 (6.51)

CSPE_biocarb = (CU2202 − CU2201) .Y2202 (6.52)

7 Demography

Total employment (Full Time Employment equivalent):

L =
∑
a

(L_Sa + L_SEa) (7.1)

Employment level by sex and age (International Labor Or-
ganisation de�nition):

∆emplsex,age = ∆l (7.2)

Where sex = {Men, Women} and age = {15-19, 20-24, 25-54, 60-64, 65+}

Labor force by sex and age:

LFsex,age = PARTRsex,age.POP sex,age (7.3)

Labor force participation ratio by sex and age:

∆PARTRnsex,age = ∆PARTRTrendsex,age + βsex,age∆U (7.4)

Unemployment level by sex and age:

UNsex,age = LF sex,age − EMPLsex,age (7.5)
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Unemployment rate by sex and age:

Usex,age = UNsex,age/LF sex,age (7.6)

Usex = UNsex/LF sex (7.7)

Uage = UNage/LF age (7.8)

UNR_TOT = UN_TOT/LF_TOT (7.9)

Aggregation for unemployment:

UNage =
∑
sex

(UN_Mage + UN_Wage) (7.10)

UNsex =
∑
age

UNsex,age (7.11)

UN_TOT =
∑
sex

UNsex (7.12)

Aggregation for labor force:

LFage =
∑
sex

(LF_Mage + LF_Wage) (7.13)

LF sex =
∑
age

LF sex,age (7.14)

LF_TOT =
∑
sex

LF sex (7.15)

8 Other equations

Adjustment process and expectations:

For quantity and prices, the adjustment process and expectations are speci�ed
according to the following equations.

ln(Xt) = λX0 .ln(Xn
t ) + (1− λX0 )(ln(Xt−1) + ∆ln(Xe

t )) (8.1)

∆ln(Xe
t ) = λX1 .∆ln(Xe

t−1) + λX2 .∆ln(Xt−1) + λX3 .∆ln(Xn
t ) + λX4 .∆ln(Xt+1)

(8.2)
Where Xt is the e�ective value of a given variable (e.g. the production price,
labor, capital, etc), Xn

t its notional (or desired) level, Xe
t its expected (antic-

ipated) value at period t. The �rst equation assumes a geometric adjustment
process. The taking into account of the anticipation warrants that in the long
run the e�ective variable converge to their desired levels. The second equation
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assumes a general speci�cation for expectation that combines backward-looking
and forward-looking expectation. We assume further that in the long run ex-

pectation are accurate:

4∑
i=1

λXi = 1. We also assume that substitution e�ect

adjust slowly:

SUBST_Xt = λX5 .SUBST_X
n
t + (1− λX5 ).SUBST_Xt−1 (8.3)
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Appendix D Glossary of terms

used

Sets

a ∈ A Activities

c ∈ C Commodities

ena ∈ ENA Energetic activities ENA ⊂ A

m ∈M Margins M ⊂ A

h, h′ ∈ H Households

k, k′ ∈ K Energetic Class

e, e′ ∈ E Energetic commodities E ⊂ C

Endogenous variables

AIC_V AL Taxes on capital (in value)

AIC_V ALh Taxes on capital per quintile (in value)

AUTOh,k Automobile stock of household h per energy class k

AUTOk Automobile stock per energy class k

AUTOh Automobile stock of household h

AUTOt Total automobile stock

AUTODESt Stock of automobile destroyed

AUTODESh,t Stock of automobile destroyed of household h

βEXPc,h Variable of household h's marginal propension to spend
in commodity c

BONUS_ELECh Bonus received by the household h for buying an electric
car

BUILh,k Building stock of household h per energy class k (in m2)

BUILk Building stock per energy class k (in m2)

BUILh Building stock of household h (in m2)

BUILt Total building stock (in m2)

BUILDESt Stock of building destroyed (in m2)
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BUILDESh,t Stock of building destroyed of household h (in m2)

BUIL_V ERIFh Stock building veri�cation of household h for the initial
period

BUIL_V ERIF Total stock building veri�cation for the initial period

BF_G_V AL Public de�cit (in value)

CPerM2
e,k Energy e consumption per m² in buildings class k

CPerKMe,k Energy e consumption per Km in automobile class k

CHc Households'consumption of commodity c

CHDc Households' consumption of domestic commodity c

CHMc Households' consumption of imported commodity c

CIc Intermediary raw material c

CIDc Domestically produced intermediary raw material c

CIDc,a Domestically produced intermediary raw material c by
the activity a

CIMc Imported intermediary raw material c by the activity a

CIMc,a Imported intermediary raw material c

CKa Capital cost in activity a

CL Labor cost

CLa Labor cost in activity a

CL_S Labor cost of salary workers

CL_Sa Labor cost of salary workers in activity a

CL_SE Labor cost of self-employed workers

CL_SEa Labor cost of self-employed workers in activity a

CSEa Employeur Social cotisations in activity a

CSE Aggregated Employeur Social cotisations

CSE_ROW Total Employeur Social cotisations from the Rest Of
the World

CSE_TOT Total Employeur Social cotisations

CSS Aggregated Salary Social cotisations
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CSSa Salary social cotisations in activity a

CSS_SEa Self-Employed Social cotisations in the activity a

CSS_TOT Total Social cotisations

CUa Unitary Cost in the activity a

DEBT
AUTO_V AL
h,k,t Debt related to housing h for automobile class k

DEBT
NEWBUIL_V AL
h,k,t Debt related to housing h for new building k

DEBT
REHAB_V AL
h,k,t Debt related to housing h for building rehabilitationk

DC_V ALa Commercial balance in the activity a

DC_V AL Aggregated Commercial balance

DEBTa Debt in the activity a

DEBT_G_V AL Public debt

DEP_TCO_V AL Total amount of carbon tax receipts (in value)

DEP_V AL Public spendings

DISPINC_V AL Total net disposable income (in value)

DISPINCAI_V AL Total disposable income before taxation (in value)

DISPINCh_V AL Net Disposable income for household h (in value)

DISPINCAIh _V AL Disposable income before taxation for the household h
(in value)

DIV GOV_V AL Government receipts fron the private activity ( in value)

DIV HH_V AL Households dividend (in value)

DP_G_V AL Public de�cit ratio

DSc Stock variation in the commodity c

DSDc Stock variation in the domestically produced commod-
ity c

DSMc Stock variation of the imported commodity c

Ec Aggregate domestic energy c

Ec,a Aggregate domestic energy c produced by the activity
a

Eec Expected aggregate domestic energy c
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Enc Notional aggregate domestic energy c

EBEa Gross Operating Pro�t of the activity a

EBE Aggregate Gross Operating Pro�t

EDc Domestic energy c

EDena,e Energy e domestically produced and consumed by the
energetic sector ena

EDena Total of Energy domestically produced and consumed
by the energetic sector ena

EMc Imported energy c

EMena,e Energy e imported and consumed by the energetic sec-
tor ena

EMena Total of energy imported and consumed by the ener-
getic sector ena

EMPLsex,age Number of worker per sex and age

EMSa Amount of emissions of the activity a

EMSe Amount of emissions from source e

EMSe,a Amount of emissions from source e of the activity a

ENERBUIL Total energy consumption in Kwh

ENERBUILe Energy consumption in Kwh by type of energy e

ENERBUILh Energy consumption in Kwh related to housing h

ENERBUILh,e Energy consumption in Kwh related to housing h by
type of energy e

ENERBUILh,k Energy consumption in Kwh related to housing h per
energy class k

ENERBUILk Energy consumptionin Kwh per class k building

ENERBUILk,e Energy consumption in Kwh per building class k by
type of energy e

ENERBUILh,k,e Energy e consumption in Kwh in building class k related
to housing h

ENERh Total energy expenditure of household h (automobile +
building)
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ENERh,k Total energy expenditure of household h per energy
class k (automobile + building)

ENERperM2
h,k,e Energy consumption per M2 in Kwh of household h per

energy class k by type of energy e

ENERT c Taxes on the energetic products c (TICE,TICGN, TIPP,
TICC)

ENERTDc Taxes on the domestic energetic products c (TICE,TICGN,
TIPP, TICC)

ENERTMc Taxes on the imported energetic products c (TICE,TICGN,
TIPP, TICE)

EXPc Total household's expenditure in commodity c

EXPh,c Household's h expenditure in commodity c

EXP
OTH_V AL
03,h Household's h other expenditure in commodity 03 (in

Value)

EXP
OTH_V AL
13,h Household's h other expenditure in commodity 13 (in

Value)

EXPAUTO Household's h total automobile energy expenditure

EXPAUTOk,e Automobile energy expenditure per energy class k by
type of energy e

EXPAUTOh Household's h automobile energy expenditure

EXPAUTOh,k Household's h automobile energy expenditure per en-
ergy class k

EXPAUTOh,k,e Household's h automobile energy expenditure per en-
ergy class k by type of energy e

EXPBUILh,k,e Household's h building energy expenditure per energy
class k by type of energy e

EXPnh,c Notional Household's h expenditure in commodity c

EXP eh,c Expected Household's h expenditure in commodity c

EXPh Household's h expenditure

EXPHOUSING_V AL Total building expenditure (New building + rehabilita-
tion + energy expenditure)

EXP
HOUSING_V AL
h Household's h total building expenditure (New building

+ rehabilitation + energy expenditure)
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EXP
HOUSING_V AL
h,k Household's h total building expenditure per energy

class k (New building + rehabilitation + energy ex-
penditure)

EXPHOUSINGbis_V AL Total building expenditure bis

EXP
HOUSINGbis_V AL
h Household's h total building expenditure bis

EXPHOUSINGver_V AL Veri�cation of total building expenditure

EXP
HOUSINGver_V AL
h Household's h veri�cation of total building expenditure

EXP_MOB
OTH_V AL
h Household's h other mobility expenditure

EXP_MOBV ALh Household's h mobility expenditure

EXP_MOBAUTO_V AL Total automobile mobility expenditure

EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h Household's h automobile mobility expenditure

EXP_MOB
AUTO_V AL
h,k Household's h automobile mobility expenditure in en-

ergy class k

EXP_MOBAUTObis_V AL Total automobile mobility expenditure bis

EXP_MOB
AUTObis_V AL
h Household's h automobile mobility expenditure bis

EXP_MOBAUTOver_V AL Veri�cation of total automobile mobility expendi-
ture

EXP_MOB
AUTOver_V AL
h Veri�cation of Household's h automobile mobility

expenditure

EXPnh,c Notional Household's h expenditure in commodity c

EXPNEWAUTO_V AL Total new automobile expenditure

EXP
NEWAUTO_V AL
h Household's h new automobile expenditure

EXP
NEWAUTO_V AL
h,k Household's h new automobile expenditure in energy

class k

EXPNEWBUIL_V AL Total new building expenditure

EXP
NEWBUIL_V AL
h Household's h new building expenditure

EXP
NEWBUIL_V AL
h,k Household's h new building expenditure in energy class

k

EXPREHAB_V AL Total rehabilitation expenditure in energy class k

EXP
REHAB_V AL
h Household's h rehabilitation expenditure
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EXP
REHAB_V AL
h,k Household's h rehabilitation expenditure

EXP elech,03 Household's h expenditures in an electric car

EXPGc Public expenditure in commodity c

EXPH Total household's expenditure

EXPHc Household's expenditure in commodity c

FW_V AL Households �nancial wealth (in value)

Gc Public expenditures of the public good c

GDc Public expenditures in the domestic public good c

GDP Gross domestic product (product de�nition)

GDPc Gross domestic product for commodity c

GDPbis Gross domestic product (product de�nition check)

GDPter Gross domestic product (value-added de�nition)

GMc Public expenditures of the imported public good c

Ic Private investment with the commodity c

IAa Aggregate Investment in the activity a

iac,a Commodity c investement in activity a

IADc,a Aggregate Investment in the activity a in domestic com-
modity c

IAMc,a Aggregate Investment in the activity a in imported com-
modity c

ICc commodity c

IDc Private investment with the domestically produced com-
modity c

IMc Private investment in imported commodity c

IR_V AL Aggregate tax on income

IRh_V AL Tax on income for the houshold h

IS Aggregate tax on bene�ts

ISa Taxe on ben�ts in activity a

IY Aggregate tax on activities
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IYa Tax on activity a

Ka Capital stock in the actvity a

KmAUTO
h Household's h automobile kilometers traveled

KmAUTO
h,k Household's h automobile kilometers by energy class k

KmTraveler
c,h Household's h kilometers traveled by type of transport

c

Km
Traveler_AUTO
h Household's h automobile kilometers traveled

KmTraveler
h Household's h total kilometers traveled

Ke
a Expected capital stock in activity a

Kn
a Notional capital stock in activity a

L Total employment

La Enployment in the activity a

LDh,k Household's h duration loan in class energy k

LDREHAB
h,k Household's h duration loan for building rehabilitation

in class energy k

Lea Expected employment in activity a

Lna Notional employment in activity a

L_S Total employment of salary workers

L_Sa Employment of salary workers in activity a

L_SE Total employment of self-employed workers

L_SEa Employment of self-employed workers in activity a

LFage Labor force by age

LFsexe,age Labor force by sexe and age

LF_TOT Total labor force

LFsexe Labor force by sexe

M Aggregate importation

M c Importation of commodity c

MATa Total raw material in actvity a

MATc,a Raw material of commodity c in the actvity a
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MAT ea Expected total raw material in actvity a

MATna Notional total raw material in actvity a

MATDc,a Domestic raw material of commodity c in activity a

MATMc,a Imported raw material of commodity c in activity a

MBISc Importation of commodity c (veri�cation)

MC Aggregate commercial margins on the commodity c

MCD Agregate ommercial margins on the domestic commod-
ity c

MCDc Commercial margins on the domestic commodity c

MCM Aggregate commercial margins on the imported com-
modity c

MCMc The commercial margins on the imported commodity c

MPSh The marginal propension to save of household h

MT Aggregate transport margins on the domestic commod-
ity

MT c Transport margins on the commodity c

MTD Aggregate transport margins on the domestic commod-
ity

MTDc Transport margins on the domestic commodity c

MTDa,c Transport margins of the sector a on the domestic com-
modity c

MTM Aggregate transport margins on the imported commod-
ity

MTMc Transport margins on the imported commodity c

MTMa,c Transport margins of the sector a on the imported com-
modity c

NCUa Net Unitary Cost in the activity a

NEWAUTOh Household's h new auto

NEWAUTOh,k Household's h new auto in class energy k

NEWBUILh Household's h new building

NEWBUILh,k Household's h new building in class energy k
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NEXPh Necessary expenditures of household's h

OTHT Aggregate others taxes

OTHT c Others taxes on the commodity c

OTHTDc Others taxes on the domestic commodity c

OTHTMc Others taxes on the imported commodity c

P Price

PARTRnsex,age Notional labor force participation by sex and age

.

P
Ener_m2_e

h,k Expected growth rate of energy price per m2 for house-
hold h in class k

.
p
Ener_m2
h,k Growth rate of energy price per m2 for household h in

class k

P
Ener_m2
h,k Energy price per m2 for household h in class k

P
I_auto
k Average price of investement in automobile class k

PREHABk Average price of the investement in renovation

PAUTOh,k Price of expenditure related to class k automobile

PCH Aggregate composite price for the consumed commod-
ity

PCHc Composite price for the consumed commodity c

PCHD Aggregate composite price of the domestic consumed
commodity

PCHDc Composite price of the domestic consumed commodity
c

PCHM Aggregate composite price of the imported consumed
commodity

PCHMc Composite price of the imported consumed commodity
c

PCI Aggregate composite price for the intermediary raw ma-
terial

PCID Aggregate composite price for the domestic intermedi-
ary raw material c

PCIDc Composite price for the domestic intermediary raw ma-
terial c
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PCIDc,a Composite price for the domestic intermediary raw ma-
terial c in activity a

PCIMc Aggregate composite price for the imported intermedi-
ary raw material

PCIMc Composite price for the imported intermediary raw ma-
terial c

PCIMc,a Composite price for the imported intermediary raw ma-
terial c in activity a

PCSE Aggregate price of employer social contribution paid by
domestic producer

PCSEa Price of employer social contribution paid by domestic
producer in activity a

PCSEROW Price of employer social contribution paid by foreign
domestic producer

PCSESE Price of employer social contribution paid by self-employed
worker

PCSETOTa Price of the total employer social contribution

PCSS Aggregate price of salary social contribution paid by
domestic producers

PCSSa Price of salary social contribution paid by domestic pro-
ducer in activity a

PCSSTOT Price of the total salary social contribution paid by do-
mestic producers

PDEBTa Price of the debt of activity a

PDEBT Aggregate price of the debt of activities

PDS Aggregate price of changes in inventories for commodi-
ties

PDSc Price of changes in inventories for commodity c

PDSD Aggregate price of domestically produced changes in
inventories for commodities

PDSDc Price of domestically produced changes in inventories
for commodity c

PDSM Aggregate price of imported changes in inventories for
commodities
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PDSMc Price of imported changes in inventories for commodity
c

PDIVa Price of dividents paid by activitya

PE Composite Price of the energy

PEc Aggregate Price of the energy c

PEc,a Aggregate Price of the energy c in the activity a

PETEPe Unitary energy production in euro per Mtep by type of
energy e for productive use

PEBE Aggregate composite price Gross Operating Pro�t

PEBEc Composite price of the commodity c Gross Operating
Pro�t

PEDc Aggregate Price of the domestic energy c

PEMc Aggregated price of the imported energy c

PEDc,a Price of the domestic energy c in activity a

PEMc,a Aggregated price of the imported energy c

PENER Price of energy consumption

PENERh Household's h agregate price of energy consumption

PENERh,k Household's h aggregate price of energy consumption in
energy class k

PENERBUIL Aggregate price of building energy consumption in en-
ergy class k

PENERBUILe Aggregate price of building energy consumption by type
of energy e

PENERBUILh Household's h aggregate price of building energy con-
sumption

PENERBUILh,e Household's h aggregate price of building energy con-
sumption by type of energy e

PENERBUILh,k Average energy price paid in class k building

PENERBUILh,k,e Household's h price of building energy consumption by
type of energy e in energy class k

PENERT Aggregate composite price of the taxes on the energetic
products (TICE,TICGN, TIPP, TICC)
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PENERT c Composite price of the taxes on the energetic products
c (TICE,TICGN, TIPP, TICC)

PENERTDc Composite price of the taxes on the domestic energetic
products c (TICE,TICGN, TIPP, TICC)

PENERTM c Composite price of the taxes on the imported energetic
products c (TICE,TICGN, TIPP, TICC)

PEXPc,h Price of household h's h expenditure in commodity c

PEXPh Price of household h's h expenditure

PEXPTEPe Unitary energy production in euro per Mtep by type of
energy e for domestic use

PEXP_TRSPTEPe Unitary energy production in euro per Mtep by type of
energy e for transportation use

PEXP eff03 Expenditures Price in an e�cient automobile k = A,B,C

PEXPH Price of total household expenditure

PEXPGc Aggregate price of the public expenditures in commod-
ity c

PG Agregate composite public spending price

PGc Composite public spending price for commodity c

PGD Aggregate domestically produced public spending price

PGDc Domestically produced public spending price for com-
modity c

PGDP Composite price for the gross domestic product

PGDPc Composite price for the gross domestic product for each
product c

PGDPbis Composite price for the gross domestic product (aggre-
gation of PGDPc)

PGDPter Composite price for the gross domestic product (Added
Value Method)

PGM Aggregate import public spending price

PGMc Import public spending price for commodity c

φEXPc,h Household's h expenditure share in commodiy c

φEXP03bis,h Household's h expenditure share in new automobile
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φEXP13bis,h Household's h expenditure share in new building

φNRJa Energy share in activity a

PI Agregate composite price for the domestic intermediary
raw materials

PIc Composite price for the domestic intermediary raw ma-
terial c

PIA Investment composite price

PIAa Investment composite price in activity a

PIAc,a Investment composite price for commodity c in activity
a

PIADc Domestically produced investment price for commodity
c

PIAMc Imported investment price for commodity c

PID Composite price of the domestic private investment

PIDc Composite price of the domestic private investment for
commodity c

PIM Composite price of the private investment in imported

PIMc Composite price of the private investment in imported
commodity c

PIR Composite price of the tax on income

PIS Price of tax on bene�ts

PISc Price of tax on bene�ts on commodity c

PIY Price of tax on activities

PIYa Price of tax on activity a

PKa Price of capital stock on activity a

PM Import Price at base cost

PMa Import Price at base cost on activity a

PMAT Aggregate price of the material raws

PMATc Price of the material raws c

PMAT c,a Price of the material for the imported commodity c in
the activity araw in the sectora
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PMATDc Aggregated price of the domestic material raws c

PMATMc Aggregated price of the imported material raws c

PMCc Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
commodity c

PMCD Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
domestic commodities

PMCDc Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
domestic commodity c

PMCM Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
imported commodities

PMCMc Composite price of the the commercial margins on the
imported commodity c

PMSc Composite selling price of the imported production on
the commodity c

PMTc Composite price of the transport margins of the sector
a on the commodity c

PMTD Composite price of the transport margins on the do-
mestic commodities

PMTDc Composite price of the transport margins on the do-
mestic commodity c

PMTDc,a Composite price of the transport margins of the sector
a on the domestic commodity c

PMTM Composite price of the transport margins on the im-
ported commodities

PMTMc Composite price of the transport margins of the im-
ported commodity c

PMTMc,a Composite price of the transport margins of the sector
a on the imported commodity c

PNEWAUTO
h Price of household's h new auto

PNEWAUTO
h,k Price of household's h new auto in class energy k

PNEWBUIL Price of new building

PNEWBUIL
h Price of household's h new building

PNEWBUIL
h,k Price of household's h new building in class energy k
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POTHT Composite price of others taxes on commodities

POTHTc Composite price of others taxes on commodity c

POTHDc Composite price of others taxes on the domestic com-
modity c

POTHTMc Composite price of others taxes on the imported com-
modity c

PQc Composite price for product

PQc Composite price for product on commodity c

PQD Agregate composite price for the domestic commodities

PQDc Composite price for the domestic commodity c

PQM Agragte composite price for the imported commodities

PQMc Composite price for the imported commodity c

P
REHAB_δ
h,k Price of household's h building rehabilitation in class k

PREHABh,k Price of household's h building rehabilitation in class k

PREHABh,k,k′ Price of household's h building rehabilitation from en-
ergy class k′ to energy class k

PRESOC_DOMOth_V ALOthers domestic social prestations

PRESOC_DOMU_V AL unployment social prestations

PRESOC_DOM_V AL Agregate domestic social prestations

PRESOC_V AL Agregate social prestations

PSUB Agregate composite price of the subvention on com-
modities

PSUBc Composite price of the subvention on commodity c

PSY Price of subvention on activities

PSYa Price of subvention on activity a

PTAX Composite price of the taxes

PTAXc Composite price of the taxes on the commodity c

PV A Composite price for the Added-Value

PV Ac Composite price for the Added-Value of the commodity
c
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PV AT Aggregate composite price of the Value Added Tax

PV ATc Composite price of the Value Added Tax on commodity
c

PV ATDc Composite price of the Value Added Tax on domestic
commodity c

PV ATMc Composite price of the Value Added Tax on imported
commodity c

PX Aggregate composite price of export

PXc Composite price of export on commodityc

PXD Aggregate price of the exports of the commodity c

PXDc Price of the exports of the commodity c

PXM Aggregate price of the exported importations

PXMc Price of the exported importations of the commodity c

PY Aggregate price of the domestically production

PYa Price of the domestically production in the activitya

PY ea Expected Price of the domestically production in the
activity a

PY na Notional price of the domestically production in the
activity a

PY Q Aggregate composite price of the domestically produc-
tion

PY Qc Composite price of the domestically production on com-
modity c

PY QSc Selling price for domestic commodity c

Q Aggregate produced commodity c

Qc Produced commodity c

QD Domestically produced commodities

QDc Domestically produced commodity c

QM Imported commodities

QMc Imported commodity c
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QMTEP
a Energy production in activity a expressed in physical

currency

Q
MTEP_H
e,h Consumption of energy e in class of household h ex-

pressed in physical currency

Q
MTEP_H_TRSP
e,h Consumption of energy e in class of household h ex-

pressed in physical currency linked to a transportation
use

Q
MTEP_H_TRSP
e,h Consumption of energy e in class of household h ex-

pressed in physical currency linked to a transportation
use

Q
MTEP_EP
2301 Primary energy production of nuclear sector

Q
MTEP_EF
2301 Final energy production of nuclear sector

R Interest rate

Ra Interest rate in activity a

R
CASh_auto
k Share of investement in automobile paid cash

RLOANh,k Household's h share of investment in building paid with
a loan in energy class k

R
LOAN_REHAB
h,k Household's h share of investment in building rehabili-

tation paid with a loan in energy class k

R
REHAB_DEBT
h,k Household's h share of debt in building rehabilitation

REHAB Total building rehabilitation (in m2)

REHABh Household's h building rehabilitation (in m2)

REHABh,k Household's h building rehabilitation in energy class k
(in m2)

REHABh,k,k′ household's h building rehabilitation from energy class
k′ to energy class k (in m2)

R
LOAN_auto
k Share of investement in automobile paid with a loan

RIk Interest rate

R
I_auto
k Interest rate of automobile

RRMBS
k Rate of reimbursement of the debt

R
RMBS_auto
k Rate of reimbursement of the automobile debt
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RSUBk Rate of subsidies on investement in energy e�ciency

R
SUB_auto
k Rate of subsidies on investement in automobile

R_Dir Interest rate by the taylor rule

Re Expected interest rate

RG Interest rate

RN Notional interest rate

REC_V AL Public receipts

RTCOh Carbon tax redistributed to household h

RTCOE Carbon tax redistributed to the economic activities

S Aggregate saving

Sh Saving of household h

SDc Domectic stock/inventories for commodity c

SDe
c Domestic expected stock/inventories for commodity c

SDn
c Domestic notional stock/inventories for commodity c

SMc Imported stock/inventories for commodity c

SMe
c Imported expected stock/inventories for commodity c

SMn
c Imported notional stock/inventories for commodity c

STANDARD_BUIL buildings norms

SUB Agregate subvention

SUBc Subvention on the commodity c

SUBST_CHDc Factor of substitution of domestic household consump-
tion in commodity c

SUBST_CHDn
c Factor of substitution of domestic household consump-

tion in commodity c (notional)

SUBST_CHMc Factor of substitution of imported household consump-
tion in commodity c

SUBST_CHMn
c Factor of substitution of imported household consump-

tion in commodity c (notional)

SUBST_Ena Factor of substitution of energy(notional)
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SUBST_Ea Factor of substitution of energy

SUBST_E_nc,a Factor of substitution between energy sources (c=21...24)
(notional)

SUBST_Ec,a Factor of substitution between energy sources (c=21...24)

SUBST_EDc,a Factor of substitution for domestic energy c in activity
a (c=21...24)

SUBST_EDn
c,a Factor of substitution for domestic energy c in activity

a (c=21...24) (notional)

SUBST_EMc,a Factor of substitution for imported energy c in activity
a (c=21...24)

SUBST_EMn
c,a Factor of substitution for imported energy c in activity

a (c=21...24) (notional)

SUBST_GDn
c Factor of substitution for domestic government con-

sumption in commodity c (notional)

SUBST_GDc Factor of substitution for domestic government con-
sumption in commodity c

SUBST_GMc Factor of substitution for imported government con-
sumption in commodity c

SUBST_IADc,a Factor of substitution for domestic investment in com-
modity c (c=14...18)

SUBST_IADn
c,a Factor of substitution for domestic investment in com-

modity c (c=14...18) (notional)

SUBST_IAMc,a Factor of substitution for imported investment in com-
modity c (c=14...18)

SUBST_Kn
a Factor of substitution of capital (notional)

SUBST_Ka Factor of substitution of capital

SUBST_Lna Factor of substitution of labor (notional)

SUBST_La Factor of substitution of labor

SUBST_MATa Factor of substitution of material

SUBST_MATnc,a Factor of substitution between transport of intermedi-
ary consumption (c=14...18) (notional)

SUBST_MAT c,a Factor of substitution between transport of intermedi-
ary consumption (c=14...18)
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SUBST_MATna Factor of substitution of material (notional)

SUBST_MATDn
c,a Factor of substitution between domestic transport of

material raw (c=14...18) (notional)

SUBST_MATDc,a Factor of substitution between transport of intermedi-
ary consumption (c=14...18)

SUBST_MATMn
c,a Factor of substitution between foreign, transport of in-

termediary consumption (c=14...18) (notional)

SUBST_MATM c,a Factor of substitution between transport of intermedi-
ary consumption (c=14...18)

SUBST_MTDn
c,a Factor of substitution between domestic transports (c=14...18)

(notional)

SUBST_MTDc,a Factor of substitution between domestic transports (c=14...18)

SUBST_MTMn
c,a Factor of substitution between foreign transports (c=14...18)

(notional)

SUBST_MTMc,a Factor of substitution between foreign transports (c=14...18)

SUBST_Xc Factor of substitution for exportation in commodity c

SUBST_Xn
c Factor of substitution for exportation in commodity c

(notional)

SUBST_XDc Factor of substitution for exportation of domestic prod-
ucts in commodity c

SUBST_XDn
c Factor of substitution for exportation of domestic prod-

ucts in commodity c (notional)

SUBST_XMc Factor of substitution for exportation of imported prod-
ucts in commodity c∑

ϕREHABh,k sum of household's h renovation share of class k building

SY Agregate subvention on activities

SYa Subvention on activity a

τREHABh,k Household's h proportion of buildings rehabilitated in
energy class k

τ
REHAB_n
h,k Household's h notional proportion of buildings rehabil-

itated in energy class k

TAX Aggregate Tax on domestic commodity c

TAXc Tax on domestic commodity c
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TCOc_V AL Carbon tax on commodity c

TCODc_V AL Carbon tax on domestic commodity c

TMDa Mark-up in activity a

TS saving rate

TSh Household's h saving rate

UCEh,k Household's h user cost of energy building in energy
class k

UC
E_REHAB
h,k Household's h user cost of energy building in energy

class k

UCh,k Household's h user cost of building in energy class k

UCKh,k Household's h user cost of capital building in energy
class k

UC
K_REHAB
h,k Household's h user cost of capital building rehabilita-

tion in energy class k

UCREHABh,k Household's h user cost building rehabilitation in en-
ergy class k

UNage Unemployment level by age

UNsex,age Unemployment level by sex and age

UNsex Unemployment level by sex

UNRage Unemployment rate by age

UNR_FR Unemployment rate in France

UNR_HFR Unemployment rate in France

UNRsex,age Unemployment rate by sex and age

UNRsex Unemployment rate by sex

UNR_TOT Total unemployment rate

UNR_ZE European unemployment rate

V A Agregate value-added

V Aa Value-added in activity a

V AT Value Added Tax on domestic commodities

V AT c Value Added Tax on domestic commodity c
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V ATDc Value Added T)ax on domestic commodity c

V ATMc Value Added Tax on imported commodity c

V ER_P
REHAB_δ
h,k Veri�cation of price household's h building rehabilita-

tion in class k

V ER_BUIL Veri�cation of building stock (in m2)

V ER_ϕ
REHAB

h,k Veri�cation of household's h renovation share of class k
building

W Agregate wage

W_S Agregate wage of salaries

W_Sa Wage of salaries in activity a

W_Sea Expected wage of salaries in activity a

W_Sna Notional wage of salaries in activity a

W_SE Agregate wage of self employment

W_SEa Wage of self employment in activity a

X Exportations of the commodities

Xc Exportations of the commodity c

XD Aggregate exportations of the domestically produced
commodities

XDc Exportations of the domestically produced commodity
c

XM Aggregate re-exported importations of the commodities

XMc Re-exported importations of the commodity c

Y Aggregate production

Ya Production in activity a

Yc,a Production of the commodity c in activity a

Y OPTa Potential production in activity a

Y Q Aggregate production

Y Qc Production in commodity c

Y Qbisc Production in commodity c (veri�cation)

Y QSc The volume of the production in commodity c expressed
at market price before VAT
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Exogenous variables

BF_G_V AL_ajust Public de�cit adjustment(in value)

CSS_ROW Social salary cotisations paid by the Rest Of the World

CSS_SE Social salary cotisations paid by the Self-employed work-
ers

DEBT20 Debt in the activity 20

DIV BKa _V AL Dividends paid to the Bank by the sector a (in value)

DIV GOVa _V AL Dividends paid to the governement by the sector a (in
value)

DIV HHa _V AL Dividends paid to the household by the sector a (in
value)

DIV ROWa _V AL Dividends paid to the rest of the world by the sector a
(in value)

DNAIRU Non-Accelerating In�ation Rate of Unemployment

DP_Gn_V AL Notional public de�cit expressed in percentage of GDP

DSDc Stock variation of the domestic commodity c

DSMc Stock variation of the imported commodity c

EXPG_TREND Total public spendings

GR_PROGEa Growth rate of technical Progress for energy in activity
a

GR_PROGKa Growth rate of technical Progress for energy in activity
a

GR_PROGLa Growth rate of technical Progress for energy in activity
a

INFL_ZE_TARGET Target in�ation of europe zone

INT_V AL Total interest for household (in value)

LDk Duration of the loan

LDauto
k Duration of the automobile loan

POPsex,age Population by sex and age

POPTOT Total population
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PRESOC_ROW_V AL Social prestation to the bene�t of the Rest Of the
World (in value)

PROGja Index of Autonomous Technical Progress coe�cient for
input j = {K,L,E,M} in activity a

PWDc World price for commodity c

SB_ROW foreign salary base

TAIC Rate of tax capital hold by the households

TC euro currency change rate

TBONUS_elec Rate of bonus granting for the buying of an electric car

TTCO Rate of carbon tax

TCSSa Employe social contribution rate by activity a

TCSS_ROW Employe social contribution rate paid by the rest of the
world

TCSS_SE Employe social contribution rate paid by self-employed

TENERTDc Energy tax rate on domestic produced commodity c

TENERTMc Energy tax rate on imported commodity c

T gth_elec Penetration rate of the electric automobile

T IR Rate of tax on household's income

T ISa Rate of tax on bene�ts

T IY Na Rate of tax on activity a

TOTHDc Rate of other tax on domestically produced commodity
c

TOTHMc Rate of other tax on imported commodity c

TR_ROW_V AL Transferts toward the rest of the world (in value)

TSUBc Subvention rate on domestically produced commodity
c

TSY Na Subvention rate for activities a

TV ATDc VAT rate on domestic produced households consump-
tion c

TV ATMc VAT rate on imported households consumption c
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TV ATDOTHc VAT rate on domestic produced commodity c (applied
on intermediary consumption, investments and govern-
ment consumption)

TV ATMOTH
c VAT rate on domestic produced commodity c (applied

on intermediary consumption, investments and govern-
ment consumption)

WDc World demand for the product c

Greek symbols (parameters)

αAUTO

αSa Share of the annual production this stocked by activity
a

αTCO Share of the carbon tax receipts redistributed toward
the households

βEMP
sex,age Participation rate to the labor market for each popula-

tion of age age and sex sex

ϕNewBUILh,k Share of the new building contructed with a class k label

δBUILh,k Depreciation rate from class k to k'

δa Depreciation rate of the capital in sector a

τREHABh,k Proportion of the building of categoriy k is rehabilitated

ϕREHABh,k′,k share of the renovation of class k' building that are re-
habilitated toward class k

ϕNewAUTOh,k Share of the new automobile contructed with a class k
label

δAUTOh,k Automobile depreciation rate

ϕKa Share (in value) of capital into the production of activ-
ity a

ϕLa Share (in value) of labor into the production of activity
a

ϕEa Share (in value) of energy into the production of activity
a

ϕMa Share (in value) of material into the production of ac-
tivity a
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ϕTCOh Share of the household carbon tax receipt redistributed
toward the household h

ϕYc,a Share of the commodity c produced by the activity a

ϕAUTO Share of the auto in the transports

ηj,j
′

a Elasticity of substitution in activity a between the pro-
duction factors j = {K,L,E,M} and j' = {K,L,E,M} for
j 6= j′

η
BUIL_i,i′

h,k,e Inter-energy Elasticity of substitution for each house-
hold h and by type of energy e

ηBONUS_elec Elasticity between the demand in electric car and the
level of the electric bonus

ηAUTO_elec Elasticity between the demand in electric car and the
relative price of fuel energy

ηprest Elasticity of the other social prestations to the level of
unemployment

ηcd,cm Armington's elasticity between the domestic good cd
and the imported one cm

ηLES_CES Elasticity of the L.E.S consumption function

ηMOB_TRSP_COL Elasticity of substitution between the automobile and
the collective transports

φEXPc,h Share of the expenditure c on the comsumption

αTMD
a Elasticity of mark-up with production in activity a

ζENEe conversion factor between primary and �nal energy pro-
duction by type of energy e

λXi Ajustement parameter i = {1,..,5} for variable X (see
Equations 8.1, 8.2, 8.3)
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